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Kimio Ueno and Kanehisa Takasaki 

Introduction 

In the last decade the theory of completely integrable non linear 
systems, the so called "soliton theory", has made remarkable progress. 
in which intensive researches have been done by many physiCists and 
mathematicians. Among them the Toda lattice [36] has always been, to
gether with the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation, one of the most classi
cal and important objects to be investigated from various points of view. 
both physical and mathematical. 

Several varieties of methods have been developed to reveal the pro
found mathematical structure in the Toda lattice: Inverse scattering 
method, spectral theory, Backlund transform [5,7,9,18,27,37], algebro
geometric method [3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 13,28,29, 30], Hirota's method [10, 11, 19], 
orbit method, group representation theory [2,3,4, 14, 15, 16, 17, 30,31. 
32,35]. 

In the present paper, inspired by the recent developments in the study 
on the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili (KP) hierarchies [20-25,34], a hierarchy (a 
series of mutually commutative higher evolutions) for the two dimensional 
infinite Toda lattice is introduced. Its algebraic structure, the lineariza
tion, the bilinearization in terms of the 'I: function, the reductions and the 
special solutions are investigated in detail. Also its analogues of the B 
and C types and the multi-component type are considered. Our method. 
which is closely related with those used in [12, 20-26, 33, 34], has the ad
vantage of making the treatment of the infinite lattice extremely clear and 
algebraic. 

Our investigation in the present paper is motivated by the following 
observations: 

The two dimensional infinite Toda lattice (hereafter we shall call it 
simply the "Toda lattice" (TL)) is, by definition, the non linear wave 
equation 

(0.1) a a u(s)=eU(8)-U(8-1)_eU(8+1)-U(8) 
Xl 111 ' 
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where u(s) = u(s; Xl' YI), OX1 = O/OXI, 0Y1 = O/OYI and S runs over Z, the 
totality of integers. Notice that (0.1) is subholonomic in the sense that the 

general solutions depend on arbitrary functions of two variables. 

(0.1) is represented in the form 

(0.2) 

where the symbol [ ,] denotes the commutator and B I , CI are the matrices 

(of size ZXZ) 

. . 
oy,u(-I) 1 

I 
o 

eU(O)-U(-I) 0 

eu(l)-U(O) 0 

J 
If a 1: function 1:(S) = 1:(s; Xl' YI) is introduced by 

o u(s)=o log 1:(s+ 1) 
Xl Xl r{s) , 

eU(S)-U(S+I) = 1:(s+ I)1:(s-l) 

1:(S)2 

(0.1) is transformed into the bilinear equation of the Hirota type 

(0.3) 

where DXPYl is one of Hirota's D-operators [10] which are defined for 

linear differential operators F(ot) by 

Introducing another 1: function 1:'(s)=eX1Y'1:(S), we can rewrite (0.3) into 
Hirota's original form [11] 
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(0.5) tDxPy1r-'(s)' r-'(s)+r'(s+ I)r-'(s-I)-r-'(s)2=0. 

The N soliton solution to (0.5) was obtained in [In A parametrization 

of r-'(s) in terms of the Clifford operators was discussed in [19]. 

Starting from these observations, we shall develope our consider
ation. 

The plan of the present paper is as follows. 

In Chapter 1 a hierarchy for (0.1) is investigated. In Section lour 

hierarchy is defined by the equations of the Lax type 

(0.6) axnL=[Bn, L], aynL=[Cn, L], 

axnM=[Bn, M], aynM=[C., M], n=I,2,"', 

or equivalently by the equations of the Zakharov-Shabat type 

(0.7) 

axnBm - axmBn + [Bm' Bn] = 0, 

ay.Cm -aymCn+[Cm, Cn]=O, 

aynBm -axmCn+[Bm , Cn]=O, m,n=I,2, ... 

which contain (0.2) as a special one. Here x = (Xl' X 2, ••• ) and y = 
(Yl' Y2' ... ) are independent variables, while L, M, Bn and Cn are matrices 
of infinite size in certain algebraic relations stated in Section 1, and serve 

as unknown dependent variables. In Section 2 the linearization is 

achieved by the linear equations 

(0.8) LW= WA, MW= WA-t, A±l=(Oi,j+l)i,jEZ' 

Two types of matrix-solutions We=) and weD) of infinite size are con

structed and called "wave matrices" as analogues of the wave functions 

in the classical inverse scattering theory. They are characterized by the 

bilinear equation 

(0.9) WH(X', y') We=)(x, y)-l= weO)(x', y') weo)(x, y)-l. 

In Section 3 the r- functions r-(s; x, y) and r-'(s; x, y) are consistently intro

duced, and the hierarchy is transformed into an infinite number of bilinear 

equations of the Hirota type. Also a close relation with the two com

ponent KP hierarchy is revealed. Finally in Section 4 the reductions to 

the periodic lattice and the hierarchy in the one dimensional sector are 

discussed. 

In Chapter 2 the hierarchies of the Band C types are investigated. 

In Section 1 the Lie algebras 0(00), ~j:J( 00) and their sub algebras 0(00)1, 

?j:J( 00 )1' which were introduced in [23] in the study of the KP hierarchies 
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of the Band C types, are reviewed. In Section 2 and Section 3 the Toda 
lattice hierarchies of the Band C types are introduced in the "odd sector" 
{X2n =Y2n=O, n=l, 2, ... } by imposing the conditions Bm Cn E 0(=) for 
n= 1,3,5, ... (B type), Bm Cn E §1J( =) for n= 1,3, 5, ... (C type) re

spectively. Also the linearization, the 1: functions and the periodic reduc
tions associated with 0(=)1 and §1J( =)1 are discussed. In Section 4 
another definition of the 1: functions is remarked. 

In Chapter 3 the multi-component hierarchy is considered. In Sec
tion 1 the hierarchy is formulated as an analogue of the multicomponent 
KP hierarchy [22, 34]. The non abelian Toda lattice is recovered in a special 
sector of the dependent and independent variables. In Section 2 the 
linearization, the characterization of wave matrices and a close connection 
with the multicomponent KP hierarchy are discussed. In Section 3 a 
generalization of the AKNS hierarchy [1] is derived as a reduction. 

In Chapter 4 special solutions are constructed by two algebraic 
methods. In Section 1 the aspect of the Riemann-Hilbert problem is 
applied to the Toda lattice hierachies. Actually (0.7) implies 

(0.10) A E GL(=), 

which is regarded as an analogue of the Riemann-Hilbert problem. In 
this way the soliton solutions are recovered. Also a class of the poly
nomial 1: functions of the KP hierarchy is constructed in the same way. 
In Section 2 another algebraic method is discussed, which originates in the 
construction of rational solutions [33] to the KP hierarchy. 

In Appendix the recent results [12, 20-25, 33, 34] in the study of the 
KP hierarchies are briefly summarized for the reader's convenience. 

In the recent preprint [40] we announced the results of Chapter 1. In 
the present paper we shall discuss more fully the derivations and further 

developments of these results. 
The authors express their thanks to Professors M. Sato, K. Kashi

wara, E. Date and Doctors T. Miwa, M. Jimbo for useful discussions and 
encouragement. Also one of the authors (K. T.) thanks Professor H. 
Komatsu for hearty care and encouragement, and the staff of RIMS for 
hospitarity . 

1. The Toda Lattice Hierarchy 

1.1. Notations and preliminaries 

First of all we fix notations to be used throughout this chapter, and 

explain some elementary facts about the formal Lie algebra gf« = )). 
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Let AJ be thej-th shift matrix, AJ=(oP+J,Jp,VEZ, and EiJ be the (i,j)

matrix unit, EiJ=(opjOvJ)",vEZ' Let gf«oo)) be the formal Lie algebra 
consisting of all Z X Z matrices; 

A matrix A E gf« 00)) is written in a convenient form as 

(1.1.1) A= L: diag [ais)]Aj 
JEZ 

where diag [a;(s)] denotes a diagonal matrix diag(· .. ai-I), a/O),a/l), 

... ), and diag[a;(s)]AJ is defined as the usual product of matrices. 

Namely the expression (1.1.1) indicates 

A= 

We call diag [a;(s)] the j-th coefficient of A. 

A matrix A E gf« 00)) is said to be a (strictly) lower triangular matrix 
if aj(s)=O for j>O (resp. j >0), while it is said to be a (strictly) upper 

triangular matrix if aj(s)=O for j<O (resp.j<O). We define the (±) 

part of a matrix A by 

(1.1.2) (A)+ = L: diag[a/s)]AJ, (A)_ = L: diag[a;(s)]Aj. 
O::;;j<+oo -00<1<0 

gf« 00)) is equipped with two gradations with respect to the order of 

AJ: If A= L:-oo<J::;;m diag[aJ(s)]Aj, it is said to be of order less than m, 

it being denoted by ord A<m. On the other hand, if A=L:m::;;J<+oo 

diag[a;(s)]AJ, it is said to be of order larger than m, and it being denoted 

by ord A >m. In particular, if A= L:n::;;J::;;m diag[a;(s)]AJ, it is called 
bounded. 

When matrices A and B are of order less (or larger) than m, the product 

AB is well-defined. We remark further that A= L:-oo<j::;;m diag[a;(s)]AJ 

(resp. A= L:m::;;J<+oo diag[a;(s)]AJ) with non-zero leading entries (i.e. 

am(s)::;t:O for any s) has an inverse matrix of a form such as L:-oo<J::;;-m 

diag[b;(s)]AJ (resp. L:-m::;;J<+oo diag[b/s)]Aj). 
A matrix A (1.1.1) naturally corresponds to a difference operator 
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(1.1.3) 

where the action of the operator eN, is defined by 

for any s. 

The (±) part of des, ea.) is define<.1 in a similar fashion as (1.1.2). 

Throughout this article, the differentiation will be denoted by ax,. 

etc., namely, ax,B=aBjaxb and so on. 

1.2. Definition of the Toda lattice hierarchy 

Set two copies of time flows x=(xb Xz • ... ), Y=(Yh Y2' ... ). Let 

L, M, Bn , Cn E gf« 00)) be 

L= L: diag[b/s)]AJ 
-oo<j~l 

(1.2.1) M= L: diag[cj(s)]Aj 
-l~j<+= 

with b/s) = 1 for any s, 

with c/s)=;t:O for any s, 

Each entry of L, M is a function in x, Y i.e. bis)=b(s; x, Y), c/s)= 

cis; x, Y), and plays the role of unknown functions to be solved in our 
scheme. Since Land M are assumed to have non-zero leading entries, 

they are invertible. 
The Toda lattice (hereafter we will abbreviate it to TL) hierarchy is 

formulated as a system of infinitely many equations of the Lax-type 

(1.2.2) 
axnL=[Bno L], axnM=[Bno M], 

aynL=[CnoL], aynM=[CnoM] n=I,2,' ". 

Since Bno Cn are bounded, and ord L'.'S" 1, ord M> -1, the Lie brackets 
above are well-defined. 

The following theorem states that our system (1. 2. 2) is consistent, 

namely, that the flows induced by this system mutually commute. 

Theorem 1.1 (cf. [12,20, 33]). The TL hierarchy (1.2.2) is equivalent 

to a system of equations of the Zakharov-Shabat type, 

(1.2.3) 

axnBm -axmBn + [Bm' Bn]=O, 

aynCm -aymCn+[Cm, Cn]=O, 

aynBm -axmCn+[Bm, Cn]=O, m, n= 1,2, .. '. 

Proof First we show that (1.2.2) reduces to (1.2.3). Let us intro-
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duce I-forms CIJ, ~, fJ, B, etc., by 

co co 

CIJ= L: Lndx,., ~= L: Mndy,., 
n=l n=l 

Note that 

o", .. LP=[Bn , LP] 

follows from (1.2.2) for any positive integer p. Hence the first equations 
in (1.2.2) are encapsulated into the Pfaffian system, 

d",CIJ = [fJ, CIJ]+ (=fJ/l.CIJ+CIJ/l.fJ), 

where d", (resp. d,,) stands for the exterior differentiation with respect to x 
(resp. y). (Henceforth we will abbreviate the symbol of the exterior pro
duct.) . Since [CIJ, LP]=O for any p, the above equation reduces to 

Since d",fJ, fJ2 are upper triangular while d",fJ c' .Q~ are strictly lower trian
gular, the above equation breaks up into 

The former equation yields the first one in (1.2.3). 
Likewise one obtains 

The latter yields the second equation in (1.2.3). 
Next we deduce the third equation in (1.2.3) from (1.2.2). The 

second and third ones among (1.2.2) are rewritten as 

which further leads to 

(1.2.4) 

(1.2.5) 

d"fJ-[Bc, Q]+=d"fJc-[Bc, fJc]+, 

d",Bc-[fJ, Bc]+=d",B-[fJ, B]+. 

Using these equations, one sees that 

d"fJ+d",Bc-[Be, fJ]+ = -d",Bc+d"fJc-[Bc, fJc]+ 

= -d"fJ -d"B -[B, fJ]+. 

(by (1.2.4» 

(by (1.2.5». 
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All the matrices in the second line above are strictly lower triangular, while 
those in the third line are upper triangular. Hence 

from which the third equation in (1.2.3) is derived. 
Now we show the converse way. Note that the first equation in 

(1.2.3) reads 

Since all the matrices in the right-hand side are of order less than n-l, 
the order of the left-hand side should be bounded for fixed n; 

(1.2.6) for any m"ZO. 

Suppose a",,,L-[Bn> L]*O. Then it is easy to see that 

lim ord(a",,,L"'-[Bn> L"'])= + 00, 
m-~ 

which contradicts (1.2.6). Thus we have proved the first equation in 
(1.2.2). Other ones among (1.2.2) can be obtained in the same manner 
as above. Q.E.D. 

The third equation with m=n= 1 in (1.2.3) is the two-dimensional 
Toda lattice, and this is the reason why we call (1.2.2) (or (1.2.3» the TL 
hierarchy. 

Equations (1.2.2) and (1.2.3) arise as the compatibility condition for 
the linear problem 

(1.2.7) LW(~)(x, y)= W(~)(x, y)A, MW(O)(x, y)= W(O)(x, y)A-l, 

(1.2.8) a", .. W(x, y)=B"W(x, y), ay"W(x, y)=C"W(x, y) n= 1,2, "', 

where W(x, y)= W(~)(x, y) and W(O)(x, y). (Hereafter we will often use 

an abbreviated notation, W(~)(x, y) instead of W(x, y).) This linear 
system may be regarded as an analogue of the simultaneous eigenvalue 
problem in the KP theory [20,22,23,34] (see also the appendix in this 
article). 

We have the following theorem on an explicit expression of solution 
matrices to the linear problem. The method of our proof is based upon 
the ideas explored in Kashiwara's lecture note [12]. 

Theorem 1.2. Suppose that L, M (1.2.1) are solutions to the TL 
hierarchy. Then there exist solution matrices W(~)(x, y), W(O)(x, y) to the 
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linear problem (1.2.7), (1.2.8) such that 

(1.2.9) 

and 

(1.2.10) 

W(~l(X, y)= W(~l(X, y) exp ~(x, A), 

W(Ol(X, y)= W(Ol(x, y) exp ~(y, A- 1), 

A (0) ~ (0)* w ~ (x, y)_I= 2: A±j diag[wj~ (s+ 1; x, y)] 
}=o 

9 

with wa~l(s; x, y)=wa~l*(s; x, y)= 1 and waOl(s; x, y)=1= Ojor any s. Here we 

have set ~(x, A±I)= 2::=1 xnA±n. 
The solution matrix of such forms will be called wave matrices. 
Wave matrices are uniquely determined up to arbitrariness 

(1.2.11) 

where l~)(J.)= 2:'l=ol~»).±j are formal power series in ). with constant 
scalar coefficients. 

Proof. We proceed in steps. First of all we prepare the following 
lemma. 

Lemma 1.3. The TL hierarchy (1.2.3) is equivalent to 

(1.2.12) 

or 

(1.2.13) 

o", .. (L"') __ o", .. (Ln)_+[(Ln)_, (L"')_]=O, 

-07l,,(M"')_+07l.,(Mn)_+[(Mn)_, (M"')_]=O, 

o",nCM"')_ +oll.,(Ln)_ + [(Ln)_, (M"')_]=O 

-o",,,(Lm) + + o",.,(Ln) + + [(Ln)+> (L"')+]=O, 

oll,,(M"')+-oll.,(Mn)++[(Mn)+> (M"')+] =0, 

o"".(M"')+ + 07l.,(Ln) + -[(P)+> (M"')+] =0. 

Proof. We only show that the first equation in (1.2.12) is derived 
from the TL hierarchy. Since the first equation in (1.2.2) reads as [0",,,+ 
(V')_, L"']=O, the first one in (1.2.3) implies 

O=[o",,,-Ln+(Ln)_, o",.,-L'" + (L"')_] 

=[0"",+ (Ln)_, 0", .. + (L"')_]-[o", .. +(P)_, L"']-[P, o", .. +(L"')_] 

= [0", .. + (L")_, 0", .. + (L"')_]. 
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Thus the first equation in (1.2.12) is obtained. Other equations among 
(1.2.12) or (1.2.13) can be similarly verified. Q.E.D. 

Applying this lemma we deduce the following proposition. 

Proposition 1.4. Let L, M (1.2.1) be solutions to the TL hierarchy. 
Then there exist matrices W<oo'(x, y), W<o'(x, y) of the form (1.2.10) satisfy

ing the following equations; 

(1.2.14) L= W<oo'(x, y)AW(OO,(x, y)- M = W<o'(x, y)A-1W<o,(x, y)-I, 

and 

(1.2.15) 

(1.2.16) 

a",,,w<OO'(x, y)+(Ln)_w<oo,(x, y)=O, 

av"w<oo'(x,y)-(Mn)_W<oo,(x,y)=O, n=1,2,"', 

a., .. w<o,(x, y)-(P)+W<o,(x, y)=O, 

av"w<o,(x, y)+(Mn)+w<o,(x, y)=O, n= 1,2, .. '. 

Proof Thanks to Lemma 1.3, both (1.2.15) and (1.2.16) are com
patible systems. Hence the Cauchy problems for them have unique 

solutions. We observe that there exist Wo(!)(x, y) of the form (1.2.10) 
satisfying 

L= Waoo,(x, y)AWJoo,(x, y)-l, M = WJo,(x, y)A-1WJO,(x, y)-l. 

Let us consider the Cauchy problems for (1.2.15) and (1.2.16) with 

initial conditions W(OO'(x, y)I.,=v=o= WJ""'(x, y)I",=v=o and W(O'(x, y)I.,=v=o= 
WJo,(x, y) I.,=v=o, The previous remark assures that these problems have 
unique solutions of the form (1.2.10). Then, by making use of (1.2.2) 
and (1.2.15), one sees that 

a., .. (LW<oo, - W<oo, A) 

and also that 

=[Bm L]W<oo'_L(Ln)_w<oo'+(Ln)_w<oo'A 

= -[(P)_, L]W<oo'-L(Ln)_w(oo'+(Ln)_w(oo'A 

= -(P)_(LW<oo, - W<oo, A), 

aviLw<oo, - W<oo, A) 

= [(Mn) L]W<oo'+La w<oo'-a W<oo'A -, Yn Un 

=L(av"W<oo, _(Mn)_ W<OO') + (Mn)_LW<oo, 

-(av"w<oo" W<oo,-I)W<oo'A 

= (Mn)_(LW<oo, - W<oo, A). 
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Hence one finds LW(~) - W(~) A to solve the Cauchy problem (1.2.15) 

with the initial condition 

(LW(~)- W(~) A)I"'~lI=o=(LWJ~)- WJ~)AH"=lI=o=O. 

The uniqueness of solutions shows it to be a null solution, i.e. LW(~)
W(~)A=O. Likewise one can prove MW(O)_ W(O)A-1=O. Q.E.D. 

We proceed to the proof of Theorem 1.2. 

Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let W(~)(x, y) be the solutions to (1.2.14-,.16) 

in Proposition 1.4. For them, we set W(~)(x, y) as (1.2.9). Since A and 
~(x, A±) mutually commute, (1.2.7) obviously holds. Moreover, by 
making use of (1.2.7) and (1.2.15), one has 

a",,,W(~)=-(L")_W(~)+ W(~)An 

=B"W(~)-Lnw(~)+ W(~)An 

=BnW(~) (since L"= W(~)AnW(~)-I). 

The other equations are proved by the same argument. Q.E.D. 

Now we deduce a bilinear relation which characterizes wave matrices 
of the TL hierarchy. 

Let W(~)(x, y), W(O)(x, y) be wave matrices. Since 

and 

one can show by induction that 

(1.2.17) a~aeW(~)(x, y). W(~)(x, ytl=a~aeW(O)(x, y). W(O)(x, y)-I 

holds for any multi-indices a=(ab a2, ••• ), /1=(/1b /12' ... ), where a~= 
a~la~·· . .. Furthermore the infinitely many equations in (1.2.17) are 

1 • 

encapsulated into a single expression 

(1.2.18) 
W(~)(x, y). W(~)(x', y')-I= W(O)(x, y). W(O)(x', y')-I 

for any x, x' and y, y'. 

In fact, considering the Taylor expansion of (1.2.18» one easily finds 
(1.2.18) to be a generating functional expression of (1.2.17). This bilinear 
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relation will play the crucial role in our scheme. _ 
The following theorem says that (1.2.18) completely characterizes 

wave matrices. 

Theorem 1.5. Let W(OO)(x, y), W(O)(x, y) be matrices of the forms 

(1.2.9), (1.2.10), and suppose them to satisfy the bilinear relation (1.2.18) 

for any x, x' and y, y'. Then they are wave matrices of the TL hierarchy_ 

That is, setting 

L= W(oo)(x, y)A W(oo)(x, YY I, M = W(O)(x, y)A -I W(O) (x, X) -I, 

and Bn=(Ln)+> Cn=(Mn)_, we then have 8x"W(!)(x, y) = BnW(!)(x, y), 

all" W(!)(x, y) = Cn W(!)Cx, y). 

n 

Proof. Using (1.2.17) with a=(O, ... ,1,0, ... ), /3=0, one see that 

8 W(OO). W(oo) -I + W(OO) An W(OO) -I = 8 W(O). W(O)-I 
~n Xn· 

Since W(oo) is a lower triangular matrix with unit diagonal entries, 8x"W(OO) 
• W(oo)-l is strictly lower triangular. Note also that 8x"W(O). W(O)-I is 

upper triangular. Consequently, taking the ( + ) part of the above equa
tion, one has 

(8 W(O). W(O)-I) =8 W(O). W(O)-I 
Xn + Xn 

= (W(OO) An W(oo) -I) + 

= (Ln) + (since L= W(OO) AW(OOl-I). 

Thus 8x"W(OO). W(OO)-1=8x"W(O). W(Ol-I=Bn. 
n 

Now setting a=O, /3=(0, ... ,1,0, ... ) in (1.2.17), one sees that 

8 W(OO). W(oo)-1=8 W(Ol. W(Ol-l+ W(O)A-nW(O)-1 
'Un 'Un • 

The ( - ) part above yields 

8 W(OO). W(OO)-I=(w(o)A-nW(O)-I) =C 
'Un - n-

Q.E.D. 

Remark. If matrices W(OO)(x, y)±I, W(O)(x, y)±1 such as (1.2.10) 

satisfy the bilinear relation (1.2.18), then W(!)(x, y)-I are automatically 

inverse matrices of W(!)(x, y). This fact can be proved as follows: 

Setting x=x', y= y' in (1.2.18), one has 
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But the left-hand side above is a lower triangular matrix all of whose 

diagonal entries are 1, while the right-hand side is a upper triangular 

matrix. Consequently the both sides should be the unit matrix. 

The bilinear relation (1.2.18) can be considered as an analogue of the 

residue formula for the wave function of the KP hierarchy [22] (see also 

the appendix in this paper). To see this claim, let us define wave func

tions by 

(1.2.19) 

w(oo)(s; x, y; 2) = w(oo)(s; x, y; 2)28 exp $(x, 2), 

w(oo)*(s; x, y; 2) = tv(ool*(s; x, y; 2)2-' exp $( -x, 2), 

w(O)(s; x, y; 2)=w(0)(s; x, y; 2)28 exp $(Y, 2-1), 

w(O)*(s; x, y; 2)=w(0)*(s; x, y; 2)2- 8$( -y, 2-1). 

Here w(oo)(s; x, y; 2), etc. are introduced through the entries of the wave 

matrices as follows; 

(1.2.20) 
( 0)* = (.0)* 

w 00 (s; x, y; 2)= L: w 00 (s; x, y)2±j. 
j=O 

$(x, 2) is defined by $(x, 2) = L::=l xn2n. 
By a direct calculation, we obtain the following formula. 

Proposition 1.6. The bilinear relation (1.2.18) is equivalent to the 

following residue formulae; 

i w(oo)(s· x y. 2)W(00l*(S'· x' y'. 2) !2 
J '" , , , 2lri 

(1.2.21) 

f 2-2d2 
= w(O)(s· x y. 2- I )w(O)*(S'· x' y'. 2- 1) __ 

, , , , " 21t'i 

for any x, x', y, y' and any integers s, S'. 

Here the integration contours are taken to be a small circle around 2= 00. 

At the end of this section, we give a brief comment concering a link 

between the linear problem of the TL hierarchy and that of the KP hier

archy. For the purpose, we rewrite our linear problem (1.2.7), (1.2.8) in 

terms of difference operators (§ 1.1). 

It is easy to see that the first equation in (1.2.7) reads as 
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(1.2.21) L(s; ea,)w<=)(s; x, y; .:1)=.:1w<=)(s; x, y; .:1), 

where the difference operator L(s; ea,) is introduced through the entries 
bis) of L (1.2.1) as follows; 

L(s; ea,)= L: bls)eja,. 
-=<j~l 

Set Bn(s; ea')=(L(s; ea,)n)+. The first equation in (1.2.8) now reduces to 

(1.2.22) a w(~)(S' x y' .:1)=B (s' ea,)w(~)(s' x y' ') 
Xn '" n, , , ,A. 

There also exist difference operators M(s; ea,), Cn(s; ea,), which correspond 
to M and Cn> such that 

(1.2.23) 

(1.2.24) a w(~)(s' x y' .:1)=C (s' ea,)w(~)(s' x Y'.:1) 
Yn '" n' , , , • 

Equations (1.2.21-24) constitute a difference operator version of the linear 
problem of the TL hierarchyo 

By the way, (1.2.22) with n= 1, 

ax,w<=)(s; x, y; .:1)=(ea,+ho(s))w<=)(s; x, y;.:1) 

means that the action of the operator eja , on w<=)(s; x, y;.:1) is identified 

with (ax,-ho(s+ j-l)) . .. (ax,-ho(s)). Thus we find a differential opera

tor Bn(s; ax,) of order n such that 

axnw<=)(s; x, y; .:1)=Bn(s; ax,)w<=)(s; x, y; .:1), n=2,3,···. 

This is just the linear problem for the KP hierarchy [20, 34], so the com

patibility condition for this gives the KP hierarchy. 
The relationship between the TL hierarchy and the KP hierarchy can 

be also described as follows: Let y=y' and s=s' in (1.2.21). Then we 

have 

i w<=)(s' x Y' .:1)w<=)*(s· x' y'.:1) !!l=0 
J '" , " 2rri ' 

which is nothing but the residue formula in the KP theory. Hence each 
w<=)(s; x, y;.:1) (resp. w<=)*(s; x, y; .:1)) is, viewed as a function in x, a wave 

function (resp. a dual wave function) of the KP hierarchy [20] (see also 

the appendix 1 in this article). 
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1.3. 7: functions and Hirota's bilinear equations 

As was seen in the introduction, -r functions of the Toda lattice satisfy 
the Hirota's bilinear equations (0.3). In this section we will formulate -r 
functions for the hierarchy, and show the hierarchy to be bi-linearized by 
means of -r functions. The existence of -r functions for the KP hierarchy 
(or the multi-component KP hierarchy) was formulated in [20, 22], 
however any algebraic proof for this has not been presented. 

Let w(~)(s; x, y; A), etc. be the formal power series defined by (1.2.20) 
for the wave matrices. The main theorem in this section is the following. 

Theorem 1.7. -r functions -r(s)=-r(s; x, y) of the TL hierarchy are 

uniquely determined up to a constant multiple factor so that 

(1.3.1) 

-res; x-e(A-I), y) 
w(~)(s; x, y; A) 

-res; x, y) 

w(OO)*(s; x, y; A)= -res; x+e(A- I), y) , 
-res; x, y) 

w(O)(s; x, y; A)= -r(s+ 1/ x, y-e(A)) , 
-r s; x,y) 

w(O)*(S;X,y;A)= -r(s-l;x,y+e(A)) , 
-res; x, y) 

The proof will proceed in steps. By virtue of the bilinear relation 
(1.2.18) and the identities 

(1.3.2) exp ~(e(A-I), A)=(1-A- IA)-t, 

(1.3.3) (I-A1IAtl(I-A;IAtl= A AIA~ {(1-A1IAtl-(I-A;IA)-I}A-t, 
2- I 

we deduce the following proposition. 

Lemma 1.8. For any x, y, AI> A2, we have 

(1.3.4) 

(1.3.5) 

w(OO)(s; x, y; AI)W(~)*(s+ 1; x-e(A11), y-e(Az); AI) 

=w(O)(s; X,y; A2)W(O)*(s+ 1; x-e(A11), y-e(Az); Az), 

w(~)(s; x, y; AI)W(~)*(s; x-e(A1I)-e(A;I),y; AI) 

=w(OO)(s; x, y; A2)W(OO)*(s; x-e(A1I)~e(A;I), y; Az), 
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(1.3.6) 
w(O)(s; x, y; AI)W(0)*(s+2; x, y-e(AI)-e(Az); AI) 

=w(O)(s; x, y; Az)w(0)*(s+2; x, y-e(AI)-e(A2); A2). 

Proof Letting x'=x-e(Ai"I), y'=y-e(A2) in (1.2.18), one has 

W(CO)(x, y) exp ~(e(Ai"I), A)W(CO)(x-e(Ai"I), y-e(Az)-l 
(1.3.7) 

= W(O)(x, y) exp ~(e(A2)' A-l)W(O)(x-e(Ai"I), y-e(A2»-I. 

Applying (1.3.2), one sees that 

the I.h.s. of (1.3.7) 

= W(CO)(x, y)(1-Ai"IA)-IW(co)(x-e(Ai"I), y-e(Az) 

co 
xL: A-! diag[wlco)*(s+ 1; x-e(Ai"I), y-e(A2»] 

1=0 

co 
xL: A-m diag [wl;)*(s + 1; x-e(Ai"I), y-e(A2»] 

m=O 

co 
+ L: Ai"n diag[w(co)(s; x, y; AI)]An} 

n=O 

co 
xL: A-m diag[w~co)(s+ 1; x-e(Ai"I), y-e(A2»]' 

m=O 

Hence 

the O-th coefficient of the I.h.s. of (1.3.7) 

=w(CO)(s; x, y; A1)W(CO)*(s+ 1; x-e(Ai"I), y-e(A2); AI)' 

Likewise one has 

the O-th coefficient of the r.h.s. of (1.3.7) 

=w(O)(s; x, y; A2)W(0)*(s+ 1; x-e(Ai"I), y-e(~); ~). 

Thus we have proved (1.3.4). 

Next we set x'=x-e(Ai"I)-e(A;I), y'=y in (1.2.18). Then 



(1.3.8) 
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W(~)(x, y) exp ~(e(Ai"I)+e(A;I), A)W(~)(x-e(Ai"I) -e(A;l), y) 

= W(O)(x, y)W(O)(x-eOi"I)-e(A;l), y)-I. 

By means of (1.3.3), one has 

the l.h.s. of (1.3.8) 

AIAz f; diag[w}~)(s; x, y)]A-J f; {(AlIA)k_(A;IA)k} 
Az-Al j=O /c=0 

~ 

xI: A-L diag[wi~)*(s; x-e(Ai"I)-e(A;I), y)]A-l. 
1=0 

Consequently 

the ( -1)-th coefficient of the 1.h.s. of (1.3.8) 

A AI\ {w(~)(s; X, y; Al)W(~)*(s; x-e(Ai"I)-e(A;I), y; AI) 
z- 1 

-w(~)(s; X, y; AJW(~)*(S; x-e(Ai"I)-eO;I), y; Az)}. 

17 

On the other hand, the (-I)-th coefficient of the r.h.s. of (1.3.8)=0. 
Thus we conclude (1.3.5). Equation (1.3.6) can be similarly verified. 

Corollary 1.9. For any x, y, A, AI> Az, we have 

(1.3.9) 

(1.3.10) 

(1.3.11) 

(1.3.12) 

(1.3.13) 

W(~)(s; x, y; A)W(~)*(s+ 1; x-e(A- 1), y; A) 

=w~O)(s; x, y)w~O)*(s+ 1; x-e(A- 1), y), 

w(~)(s; x, y; A)W(~)*(s; x-e(A- 1), y; A)= 1, 

w(O)(s; x, y; A)W(O)*(s+ 1; x, y-e(A); A)= 1, 

w~O)*(s+ 1; x+eOi"I), y)w(~)*(s; x, y; Az) 

x w(~)*(s+ 1; x+e(A;I), y; AI) 

=w(O)*(s+ 1; x+eO;I), y)w(~)*(s; x, y; AI) 

Xw(~)*(s+ 1; x+e(Ai"I), y; Az), 

W(O)*(s; x, y+e(A1); Az)W(O)*(s+ 1; x, y; AI) 

=w(O)*(s; x, y+e(Ag); A1)W (0) *(s + 1; x, y; Az). 

Q.E.D. 

Proof. Equations (1.3.9) and (1.3.11) follow from (1.3.4) with Al = 00 

and Az=O, respectively. (1.3.10) is deduced from (1.3.5) with Az=O. By 
making use of (1.3.5) and (1.3.9), one sees that 
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W60)*(S+ 1; x-e(Al l), y)w(~)*(s; x-e(All)-e{A;I), Y; AI) 

xw(~)*(s+ 1; x-e{A;I), Y; A2) 

=W60)*(S+ 1; x-e{A;I), y)w(~)*(s; x-e{All)-e{A;I), y; A2) 

X w(~)*(s+ 1; x-e(All), Y; AI)' 

Replacing x-e(Al 1)-e{A;I) by x in the above, one obtains (1.3.11). One 

can show (1.3.12) in the same way. Q.E.D. 

Set 
~ 

log w(~)*(s; x, Y; A)= 2.:: tt)(S)A- i, 
j=1 

~ 

log w(O)*(s; x, Y; A)= 2.:: t)O)(S)Ai. 
j=O 

We note that the action of the nonlocal operator exp (~(a"" A-I» 

(a", = (a"", !a",., tax., ... » is given by 

Letplx) (j=O, 1, ... ) be a polynomial introduced through 

(1.3.14) 
~ 

e«x,l) = 2.:: plX)Aj • 

j=O 

More explicitly, 

Now we are in position to prove Theorem 1.7. 

Proof of Theorem 1.7. (1) First we show 

(1.3.15) 

(1.3.16) 

(1.3.17) 

pj(a",)t60)(s)=tt)(s-I)-t)~)(S) 

pj(ax)tk~)(S)=h(a:c)t)~)(s) 

for j>l, 

for j, k>l, 

Taking the logarithm of the both sides of (1.3.12), one gets 

exp (~(a:c, A;l» log W60)*(S+ 1; x, y)+log w(~)*(s; x, u; AI) 

+exp (~(a"" All» log w(~)*(s+ 1; x, y; A2) 

=exp (~(a:c, All» log W60)*(S+ 1; x, y) + log w(~)*(s; x, y; AJ 

+exp (~(a"" A;I» log w(~)*(s+ 1; x, y; AI)' 
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Expanding the both sides into power series in AI and Az, one sees that 

(1.3.18) 
~ 

=taO)(s+ 1)+ L: tt)(S)A;J, 
j=1 

and 

(1.3.19) 

Equations (1.3.15) and (1.3.16) are derived from (1.3.18) and (1.3.19), 
respectively. Equation (1.3.17) is a generating functional expression for 

the special case of (1.3.16), a",Jt)(s)=PJ(a",)ti~)(s) U>l). 
(2) A similar consideration for (1.3.13) as (1) enables us to obtain 

(1.3.20) 

(1.3.21) 

(1.3.22) 

piay)taO)(s)=t~O)(s)-tJO)(s+ 1) 

play)t~O)(s)= Pk(ay)tJO)(s) 

forj>l, 

for j, k>l, 

(3) We wish to prove 

(1.3.23) for j, k>1. 

Notice that (1.3.4) leads to 

(1.3.24) 
w(~)(s; X+e(AII), y+e(Az); AI)W(~)*(s+ 1; x, y; AI) 

=w(O)(s; X+e(AII), y+e(A2), Az)W(O)*(s+ 1; x, y; AJ. 

On the other hand, replacing x, y by x-e(AII), y+e(Az) in (1.3.10) (resp. 

by X+e(AII), y-e(Az) in (1.3.11)), one gets 

w(~)(s; x+e(AII), y+e(Az); AI)=W(~)*(s; x, y+e(AJ; Alt l, 

w(O)(s; X+e(AIl), y+e(Az); AJ=W(O)*(s+ 1; X+e(AII)y; Az)-I. 

Substituting these into (1.3.24) and taking the logarithm of the both sides, 

one sees that 

-exp (~(ay, AJ) log w(~)*(s; x, y; AI) + log w(~)*(s+ 1; x, y; AI) 

= -exp (~(a"" All)) log w(O)*(s+ 1; x, y; Az)+log w(O)*(s+ 1; x, y; AJ. 
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Compairing the coefficients of ;(1 j;(~ (j, k > 1) in the Laurent expansions 
of the both sides, we conclude (1.3.23). 

(4) Consider the following equations; 

log w(OO)*(s; x, y; ;()= (exp (~(a." ;(-1))-1) log res; x, y), 

log w(O)*(s; x, y; ;() (exp (~(ay, ;())-1) log r(s-l; x, y), 
W60)*(S; x, y) 

W60)*(S; x, y) r(s-l; x, Y), s E Z. 
res; x, y) 

Equations (1.3.15-17) and (1.3.20--23) constitute the compatibility condi
tion for the above equations to be solved. (We should observe that pla.,), 
PJ(a ll) (j=I, 2, •.. ) form generators of the ring of differential operators, 

era.", aX"' •. " a,", avo' •.. ].) Consequently the solutions {res; x, y)}.ez 
are uniquely determined up to a constant mUltiple factor. Then we have 

w(OO)*(s; x, y; ;()= res; x+e(;(-I), Y), 
res; x, y) 

w(O)*(s; x, y; ;()= res; x, y+e(A)) . 
res; x, y) 

Substituting these into (1.3.10) and (1.3.11), we obtain the rest of equations 
among (1.3.1). This completes the proof. Q.E.D. 

Remark 1. Theorem 1.7 can be also proved by means of the residue 
formula (1.2.21). 

Remark 2. The arbitrariness (1.2.11) of the wave matrices corre
sponds to modifying r functions as 

where a, b, en and dn are constants independent of s. 

Now let us discuss the bilinear equations of the Hirota-type satisfied 
by r functions of the TL hierarchy. We prepare a lemma. 

Lemma 1.10. Let a=(a1, a2 , ••• ) be indeterminates, and pix) be as in 
(1.3.14). Then 

(1.3.25) 
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holds for any integer k?:.O. 

Proof One sees that 

the 1.h.s. =i Ak-lu(x-a-c(A-I))v(x+a+c(A-I)) dA. 
r 2rr1 

=i Ak- I exp (~(Ela, A-I)){u(x-a)v(x+a)}dA. 
r 2rr1 

=i Ak- I ~Pl(Ela)A-l{u(x-a)v(x+a)} dA. r l~O 2rr1 

=the r.h.s. 

Here the integration contour is a small circle around A = 00. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 1.11. Let a = (aI, a2, ••• ), b = (bb bz, ••• ) be indeterminates. 

-r functions of TL hierarchy solve the following Hirota's bilinear equations 

for s, m E Z, 

where i5x= (DX1 ' tDx" ... ) are Hirota's operators, and 

00 

<a, Dx)= L: anDxn· 
n=l 

Proof Letting xt--+x-a, x't--+x+a, yt--+y-b, y't--+y+b in the bi

linear relation (1.2.18), it reduces to 

(1.3.27) 
W(oo)(x-a, y-b)W(OO)(x+a, y+b)-l 

= W(O)(x-a, y-b)W(O)(x+a, y+b)-I. 

Substituting (1.3.1) into the above, one has 

the l.h.s. of (1.3.27) 

= W(OO)(x-a, y-b) exp (~( -2a, A))W(OO)(x+a, y+bt l 

= ~ diag [PiCEla}z:(s; x-a, y-b)]A- i X ~pi-2a)Aj 
i~O -res; x-a, y-b) j~O 

X ~ A-k diag [PkCEla)-r(s+ 1; x+a, Y+b)] 
k~O -r(s+ 1; x+a, y+b) 
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= .L: diag [Pl-2a) ,pt(aa}r{s; x-a, y-b) .Pt(aa)r(s+j-i-k+l)] 

i,j,"';;:O res; x-a, y-b}r:(s+j-i-k+ 1; x+a, y+b) 

XAJ-t-",. 

Set 

Then, applying (1.3.25), one gets 

the m-th coefficient of the 1.h.s. of (1.3.27) 

=(*). f; .L: Pm+k( -2a)pi(aa)r(s; x-a, y-b) ,plaa) 
"'=0 i+j=k 

Xr(s+m+ 1; x+a, y+b) 
~ 

=(*) . .L:Pm+i -2a)p",(aa){r:(s; x-a, y-b)r(s+m+ 1; x+a, y+b)} 
k=O 
~ 

=(*) . .L:Pm+",(-2a)Pt(ac) exp «a, oc)+<b, Od») 
"'=0 

X {r(s; x-c, y-d)r(s+m+l; x+c, y+d)}lc=d=O 

=(*). f;Pm+k( -2a)p",(D:r;) exp «a, D:r;)+<b, D'V») 
"'=0 

Xr(s+m+ 1; x, y). res; x, y), 

Similarly one has 

the m-th coefficient of the r.h.s. of (1.3.27) 

=(*). f; .L: P-m+i -2b)pt(ab}r:(s+ 1; x-a, y-b)pj(ab) 

"'=0 i+j='" 
Xr(s+m; x+a, y+b) 

=(*). f;P-m+k( -2b)piD,J exp «a, D:r;)+<b, D'V») 
k=O 

Xr(s+m; x, y)r(s+ 1; x, y). 

This concludes the desirous result. Q.E.D. 

Equation (1.3.26) means a generating functional expression of the 
bilinear equations of the Hirota-type satisfied by r functions. For in
stance, non-trivial equations among (1.3.26) are 

(1.3.28) 

(1.3.29) 
p",(D'V)r(s+k-l) 'r(s)=O 

for k=2,3, .. " 
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(1.3.30) 

Equation (1.3.28) is nothing but the Hirota equation for the Toda lattice, 

and (1.3.29) means the condition for W(!)(x, y)-I to be the inverse matri

ces of W(!)(x, y) (see Remark after Theorem 1.5). Equation (1.3.30) 

shows that our!' functions become those of the KP hierarchy (see the 
discussion after Proposition 1.6) [22]. 

We give a decisive result concering a relationship between the TL 
hierarchy and the 2-components KP hierarchy. Let !'s,-s(x(l), X(2») be the 

!' functions of the 2-component KP hierarchy introduced in [22]. Then 
we deduce; 

Theorem 1.12. Our!' function r-(s; x, y) given in Theorem 1.7 coin

cides with !'s, -s(x(l), X(2») except for a simple factor; 

Proof Hirota's bilinear equations satisfied by !'., _ .(X(I>, X(2» [22J 

coincide with (1.3.26) by the above correspondence. Q.E.D. 

This theorem asserts that the TL hierarchy can be embedded into the 
2-components KP hierarchy. However we should observe that the 
totality of !' functions of the TL hierarchy does not exhaust that of!' func
tions of the 2-components KP hierarchy because a null !' function 
!'(s; x, y)=O should be excluded in our theory. 

Finally we give another remark on !' functions. 
As was mentioned in the introduction, we can slightly modify !' 

functions as follows; 

(1.3.32) !"(s; x, y)=!'(s; x, y) exp (ti nxn y n). 

This modification changes the expression of the wave matrices to 

(1.3.33) 

where 

(1.3.34) 
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Set 

Then they are represented by the new 1: functions as 

(1.3.35) 

v{OO)(s; x, Y; A)= 1:'(s; x-e(A- I), y) , 
1:'(s; X, y) 

"'{O)( • • ~) _ 1:'(s+ 1; x, y-e(A)) v S,X,y,A ~ . 
1:'(s; X, y) 

1.4 Periodic reduction of the Toda lattice hierarchy 

Let I be a positive integer. The I-periodic Toda lattice «TL)!) is a 

subfamily of the Toda lattice with the constraint u(s)=u(s+l) for any s 

(or it is obtained from the Zakharov-Shabat equation (0.2) by imposing 

therein the constraint b(s)=b(s+I), c(s)=c(s+l) for any s). That is, 

(TL)z is a system of differential equations given by 

(1.4.1) 
a a u(s)=eU{B)-U{B-I)_eU{B+I)-U{8) s=O, ·.·,1-1 

Xl 'lIl , 

with u(-I)=u(I). 

We can impose a further constraint I:!:~ u(s) = 0 without loss of gener
ality. 

The one-dimensional Toda lattice is defined as 

(1.4.2) 

where u(s)=u(s; tl). These subfamilies are subholonomic systems in the 

sense that their general solutions have arbitrariness of one-variable func
tions. 

In this section we will study the hierarchies attached to these sub

families. Our main interest is how the hierarchies are reduced from the 
original one. 

To describe the (TL)z hierarchy, we need some preliminaries about 
Lie algebras. 

Let us denote by gr( 00) the Lie algebra defined by 

for ji- jj/./O}. 

Let gr( oo)! (resp. gre( 00 ))z) be the subalgebra (resp. formal sub algebra) of 
gr( 00) (resp. gr« 00 ))) given by 
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gI( 00)/ = gI« 00 »/ n gI( 00). 

It is well known that the map, 

gf(!, cm;, (;:-I]])~gI« 00» 

w 

r ... 1 
Al I . Ao 

A({;:) = ~ An{;:n r----+ A_I Ao Al 
nEZ 

A_I Ao 

defines the Lie algebra isomorphisms gI(l, C[[ {;:, (;:-I]]).:::; gI« 00 »/ and 

gI(I, C[{;:, (;:-1]) .:::; gI( 00 )1' This isomorphisms can be interpreted also in 

the following manner: Set 

° 1 

'. 1 

(;: ° 
Then (1.4.3) reads as 

(1.4.4) 
A(Q= ~ diag(aj(O), .. " ail-l»A/({;:)1 

jeZ 

r----+A= ~ diag(alO), "', a/l-l»(l)AJ 
JEZ 

where diag(alO), .. " a/l-l»(!) stands for an I-periodic diagonal matrix 

diag( .. ·alO), .. " aj(/-l), ala), .. " ail-I), ... ) E gI( 00). 

Now we define the (TL)I hierarchy. We impose on the TL hierarchy 

the additional constraint 

(1.4.5) 

The system of nonlinear differential equations (1.2.2) with this constraint 

constitutes a subfamily of the TL hierarchy, and is said to be the I-periodic 
TL «TL)/) hierarchy. This is a subholonomic hierarchy. 
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The I-periodic condition (1.4.5) may be regarded as an analogue of 
the I-reduced condition of the KP hierarchy [25]. In fact we have the 
following proposition. 

Proposition 1.13. Let L, M be solutions to the (TL)z hierarchy, and 
W(OO)(x, y), W(O)(x, y) be the corresponding wave matrices given in Theorem 

~ (0) 
1.2. Then L, M, W 00 (x, y) e gr« 00 »z, and 

(1.4.6) 
for n=O mod I, 

and 

(1.4.7) for n=O mod I. 

Hence the (TL)z hierarchy involves the I-periodic Toda lattice, and its 

solutions are independent of the variables Xno Yn(n=O mod I). 

Proof Since L= W(OO)AW(OO)-l, M = W(0)A-1W(0)-t, the I-periodic 

condition (1.4.5) implies 

for n=O mod I, 

so that We!), L, Me gr« 00 »z. Thus the first assertion is proved. By the 
definition of Bn> Cnand (1.4.5), one sees that Bn=An, Cn=A-n for n=O 

mod I, from which (1.4.6), (1.4.7) follows at once. Q.E.D. 

Let us interpret the periodic condition (1.4.5) in terms of 1: functions. 
Let 1:'(s; x, y) be 7: functions as in (1.3.32). Taking into account the 
arbitrariness of the wave matrices (1.2.11), we deduce the following corol
lary to Proposition 1.13. 

Corollary 1.14 (cf. [25]). Suppose L, M to be solutions to the (TL)z 

hierarchy. Then there exist a suitable wave matrices such that the corre

sponding 7: functions are subject to the following conditions; 

(1.4.8) 

(1.4.9) 

7:'(s; x, y) = 7:'(s+ I; x, y), 

a",,,7:'(s; x, y)=av,,1:'(s; x, y) for n=O mod I. 

Conversely, if 7: functions satisfy the above conditions, the corresponding L, 

M solve the (TL)z hierarchy. 

Proof First of all recall Remark 2 before Lemma 1.10. From the 
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periodic condition, it follows that 

for any s. Hence an appropriate modification such as ~(s)~a'~l"') 
makes t' functions satisfy (1.4.8). Thus we may assume (1.4.8) without 
loss of generality. Set 

W(~) = V(~) exp (~(x, A)+~(y, A-I» (see (1.3.33». 

From (1.4.6) one obtains a.1)"v(~)=allftv(~)= 0 for n=O mod I. There

fore 

a.1)" log t"(s) = Cte. (=cn), 

all" log t"(s)=Cte. (=dn) for n=O mod I. 

Since the constants Cn. dn are independent of s, the modified t' functions 

exp (- L: CnXn +dnYn)t"(s) 

satisfy the both conditions. 

n=O 
modt 

Q.E.D. 

We investigate more explicitly the linear problem for the (TL)I 

hierarchy. Proposition 1.13 allows us to identify L, M, W(~)(x, y) with 

L(g, M(g, W(~)(x, Y; g under the isomorphism (1.4.4). They take the 
following form; 

(1.4.10) 

and 

L(()= W(~)(x, Y; gAt(gW(~)(x, Y; g-I, 

M(g= W(O)(x, Y; gAt(g-' W(O)(x, Y; g-t, 

W(~)(x, Y; C)= W(~)(x, Y; g exp ~(x, At(g), 

(1.4.11) W(O)(x, y; g= W(O)(x, y; g exp ~(y, At(C)-'), 

W(~)(x, y; g= t diag[w~~)(O), ... , Wj (~)(l-1)]{t) At(g±j, 
j=O 

where exp ~(x, At(g) = L::=l xnAt(gn, and W}~)(s)=wj~)(s; x, y) are the 
entries of wave matrices. 

We have the following proposition. 

Proposition 1.15. (I) W(~)(x, y; g and W(O)(x, y; g solve the 

linear problem 
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(1.4.12) 

where BiC)=(L(C)")+> C,,(C)= (M(C)")_. The symbols (.)± stand for the 

nonnegative power part and the strictly negative power part with respect to 

AI(C). The compatibility condition for (1 A. 12), 

ax",Bn(C) -ax"B",(C) + [Bn(C), B",(Q] ~ 0, 

ay",Cn(C)-av"C",(C)+[Cn(C), C",(C)]=O, 

a1l",Bn(,) -ax" C",(C) + [B,,(C), C",(C)] =0, 

gives the (TL)1 hierarchy. 

(2) Bn(C), Cn(C) E §S[(/, C[" ,-1]). 

Proof. (1) The assertion is clear because Bn(C), Cn(C) are identified 
with Bn=(Ln)+> Cn=(Mn)_ under the isomorphism (1.4.4). 

(2) From (1.4.10) and trace AI (C)±l=O, we obtain (2). Q.E.D. 

In particular, the proposition gives us the Zakharov-Shabat repre
sentation for the I-periodic Toda lattice (1.4.1) [17]; 

where 

b(O) 1 

° 
c(1) .. 

. . 
1 

bel-I) c(l-I) 0 

The one-dimensional Toda lattice (TL) hierarchy is defined as the 
TL hierarchy with the additional constraint 

(1.4.13) 

First we show the following lemma. 

Lemma 1.16. The condition (1.4.13) is equivalent to 

(ax" +a!lJw(~)(x, y)= W(~)(A"+A-"). 

Proof Suppose (1.4.13). Then Ln+L-"=M"+M-" holds for 

nzI. Considering the (±) part of the both sides, one easily gets B"+C,, 

=L"+L-"=M"+M-". Hence one sees that 
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(Oxn + OyJ WC=l = (Bn + Cn) WC=l 

=(p+L-n)WC=l 

= WC=l(An+A-n), 

29 

and also that (oxn+OyJWCOl= wcol(An+A-n). Thus (1.4.14) is proved. 

Next we verify the converse. By making use of (1.4.14) with n= 1, one 
derives 

(OXl+OYl)W(=l= WC=l(A+A-l) 

=(L+L- 1)WC=l, 

which yields B 1+C1=L+L- 1• 

This completes the proof. 
Likewise one has B1+C1=M+M- 1• 

Q.E.D. 

To show that the one-dimensional TL hierarchy actually contains 
the one-dimensional TL, we investigate the linear problem for the 
hierarchy. 

Let us express W(2,)(x, y) as (1.3.33). Then from (1.4.14) it follows 

that 

(1.4.15) for n:2:: 1, 

so that V(2,)(x, y) depend on only t=(t1o t2, .. ·)=(t(X1-Yl)' t(X2-Y2). 

... ). Namely, VC=l(X, y)= Vet). We set 

V(t)= Vet) exp (~(t, A)+~( - t, A-l». 

Proposition 1.17. (1) If Land M solve the one-dimensional TL 

hierarchy, then they depend on only t. 

(2) Under the same assumption as above, Vet) solves the linear 

problem 

(1.4.16) 
(B1+C1)V(t)= V(t)(A+A-l), 

OtnV(t)=(Bn-Cn)V(t), n=1,2,···. 

The compatibility condition of this system amounts to the one-dimensional 

TL hierarchy 

(1.4.17) Otn(Bl+Cl)=[Bn-Cn, B1+C1], n=1,2, .... 

Proof (1) From (1.4.15) and L= VC=l(X, y)AV(=l(X, y)-t, M= 

VCOl(X, y)A-l VCOl(X, y)-t, the statement is evident. 

(2) It is sufficient to prove the second equation in (1.4.16). Since 
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Ot"V(t) = {(o" .. -oll .. )W(=l(X, y)} 

xexp (~( -;1 (x+y), A)+~( -;1 (x+y), A-I)) 

=(Bn-Cn)V(t). Q.E.D. 

The Lax representation [9,27] of the one-dimensional TL is derived 
from (1.4.17) with n= 1; 

ot,(BI+CI)=[B1-Ch Bl+C:J, 

where 

The entries of B I ± CI are related to the unknown functions in (1.4.2) 
through b(s) = tot,u(s), c(s)=eU(Bl-U(.-ll. 

Finally we remark that the condition (1.4.13) are interpreted in terms 
of 7: functions as follows: Let 7:'(s; X, y) be as in (1.3.32). The condition 
(1.4.13) is true if and only if 7:'(s; x, y) can be chosen so that they satisfy 

(1.4.18) for n:?: 1. 

2. The Toda Lattice Hierarchies of B-type and C-type 

2.1. Generalized Toda lattices and orthogonal Lie algebra 0 ( 00 ) and 

symplectic Lie algebra ~j:)( 00 ) 

First of all we will give a brief account of the generalized periodic 
Toda lattices studied by Bogoyavlensky [4] and Mikhailov, Olshanetsky 
and Perelomov [17]. 

Let {al> ···,al } (ak=(aj/l, .. ·,aj/l)eRI) be a simple root system 
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attached to the extended Dynkin diagram of Euclidean Lie algebras of 
the types BP), efl), A~r), Dl~1> Al~I' etc. For the simple root system of 

AP), {ei-ei+l(i=I,.' .,/), el-ez+ l} should be taken, where {eih:;;i:;;Z is 
the standard basis of R Z + I. 

Let u(s)=u(s; XI> YI) (s= I, .. " I), and set <a" u)= L:;~I aleS)u(s). 
The generalized periodic Toda lattice associated with the Euclidean Lie 
algebras are defined by 

Z+1 

(2.1.1) Ox,Oy,u(s) = L: aicS) exp <ak , u). 
k~1 

and will be denoted by (TL)B(l), and so on. The I-periodic Toda lattice 
t 

(TL)z is just (TLLg." in this notation. 

Table 

Lie algebra Dynkin diagram simple root vectors 

a1 a2 al-1 al lti=ei-ei+l (i=I, .. ·,1-1) 
B(I) 
~ •••••• -0::::::=:;>0 

I 

al+1 
Ciz=el, CiZ+I=-el-e2 

al+1 
lKi=ei-ei+l (i=I, .. ·,1-1) 

C(I) 
at aZ-1 at 

Z ==>0-- ...... --0<:== 

Ciz=2ez, CiI+I=-2e1 

a1 a2 al-2 al-1 Cii=ei-ei+l (i=I, .. ·,1-1) 

D(I) 

~"""T ! 

al+1 a~ 
Ciz=eZ-l +ez, CiZ+1=-e1- e2 

a1 a2 al-1 al lKi=ei-ei+l (i=l, .. ·,1-1) 

A(2) ~ ...... --o<== 
21-1 

al+1 
Ciz=2ez, Ciz+l=-e1- e2 

al+1 a1 al_l al. 
lXi=ei-ei+l (i=I, .. ·,1-1) 

A(2) ==>0-- . . .... -0::::::=:;>0 
21 

al=eZ, al+l=-2e1 

lXi=ei-ei+l (i=l, ···,1-1) 

D(2) 
ah1 ai .at-l at 

/+1 o<==- ...... -0::::::=:;>0 

Ciz=ez, CiZ+l=-el 
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For instance, (TL)DCO' , (TL)A(O" (TL)c(l) are as follows: 
l+1 2t Z 

(2.1.2) 

(2.1.3) 

(2.1.4) {

aX1aY1U(1) =e,,(I) -,,(2) _2e-2,,(I), 

(TL)CI1' aX1ay1U(S) = _e,,(·-I)-U(B)+e"(B)-"(B+I) 

aX1ay1u(l) = _e,,(!-I)-U(!) +2e2U (!). 

In particular, (TL)A~" 

is referred to as the Bullough-Dodd equation [17]. 

(2<s<I-1), 

(2~s<I-1), 

Now we will explain the Lie algebras 0(00), ~!:J( 00), and their I-reduced 

subalgebras 0(00 )!, ~!:J( 00 )!, which were discussed in [23, 25]. 

0(00) is the orthogonal Lie algebra on CZ=;{f(l) = "L,/tl' E C[l, l-I]} 

equipped with the symmetric inner product 

(f, g)B= iff=o (- )J/tgj= J f(l)g( -l)dl 

( dX)· f(l), g(l) E C Z, dl=-. . 
- 2m 

Namely it is defined by 

(2.1.5) 
o(oo)={A E gr(oo)IJA+tAJ=O} 

={ L: aiJEiJ E gr(oo)I aiJ=(-)i+J+la_J_i for any i,j}, 
i,jEZ 

where J=« - )iOj,-j)i,JEZ is a symmetric matrix. The generators for 0(00) 

are given by 

Zij=( - )JEj,_j-(- )iEJ,_i' 

Clearly An E 0(00) for odd n. We observe that if A E 0(00), then JA"+ 
(- )n+l tAnJ=O, and (A)± E 0(00). . 

The I-reduced subalgebra o(oo)! is defined as 
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o( 00 ),=O( (0) n gf(oo), 

(2.1.6) ={ L: at,JEtJegf(oo)lat}=(-)t+J+la_J,_t=at+!J+! 
i,jEZ ' 

for any i,j}. 

The formal Lie algebra 0«00)) is defined by replacing gf( (0) by gf« (0) 

in (2.1.5), and 0«00)),=0«00)) n gr« 00 )),. 

For the I-reduced subalgebra, we have the following Lie algebra 
isomorphism. 

Lemma 3.1 [25]. 

(2.1.7) 

where 

o(oo),~{A(Q e gr(/, e[~, ~-I])IJ,(QA(Q+tA( -QJ,(Q=O} 

for odd I, 

~ {A(Q e ~r(/, e[~, ~-I]) I J,(QA(Q + t A(QJ,(Q = O} 

for even I, 

1 

Proof. Define a bilinear form < , ),; ez X ez-?e[~, ~-I] by 

o( (0), is the invariant Lie algebra for the bilinear form. In fact, A e 
gr( (0) leaves it invariant if and only if 

tAA>'J +A>'JA=O 

holds for any lJ e Z. Letting lJ=O, 1, we see tAJ+JA=O, and [A, AI] 

=0. Hence A e 0(00),. The converse assertion is evident. 
It is easy to see that <f, g),(Q=<g,f),(Q for even I, and that 

<f, g ),(Q = <g, f),( - Q for odd I. 

Note that ez are identifiable with e'®e[~, ~-I]={f(Q= L:J~~}; 

%=(h,o, ., ',h,!-I) eel} by the correspondence 
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(2.1.8) 

For 1(0, g(O E C 1(8)C[(, (-I], we introduce a bilinear form by 

{
1"(OJ1(Og«() for even I, 

(J, g MO = 1"(OJ1(Og( - 0 for odd I. 

The left-hand side of (2.1.7) defines an invariant Lie algebra for this 
bilinear form. Therefore, in order to prove the lemma, it is sufficient to 
show that 

(2.1.9) (J,IMO=<I,I>I(O' 

holds under the isomorphism (2.1.8). Let 1 be even, and set 1(0=1(J 

e1=(/o, .. ·,fz-I))' Then one sees that 

and that 

<J,I>I«()= ~f~ J A2J!-v1dA(V +}; (- )nlnfz_n ~ JA(2j-I)-VldA (V . 

=(J,IMO· 

Thus (2.1.9) is proved for even I. For odd I, the proof can be done in a 
similar way as above. Q.E.D. 

~lJ( 00) is the symplectic Lie algebra on C Z equipped with the skew
symmetric inner product 

That is to say, 

(2.1.10) 
~lJ(oo)={A E gf(oo)!KA+tAK=O} 

={ 2: aijEij E gf(oo)!aij =(-)t+j+la_J_I._t_l}, 
i,jEZ 

where K = AJ is skew symmetric. The generators for ~lJ( 00) are given by 

ZiJ=( _)J Ei,-J-l-( - )t+ 1E j ,_i-'I' 

An E ~lJ( 00) for odd n as in the case of the orthogonal algebra. We note 
also that if A E ~lJ( 00), KAn+( - )n+lAnK =0, and (A)", E ~lJ( 00). 
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The I-reduced subalgebra ~1J( 00)1 is defined as 

~1J( 00)1 =~1J( 00) n g[( 00)1 
(2.1.11) 

={ I: aijEij E g[(oo) [aij=(-)i+j+la_J_I,_i_l=ai+l,j+L}' 
i,jEZ 

The formal Lie algebra ~1J« 00)) and ~1J« 00 ))1 are defined as in the ortho
gonal case. The following is an analogue of Lemma 2.1. 

Lemma 2.2. We have the following isomorphism; 

(2.1.12) 

where 

?1J(oo)I~{A(~) E gt(!, C[~, ~-ID[KI(~)A(~)+tA(-OKI(~)=O} 

for odd I, 

~{A(~) E ~[(l, C[~, ~-ID[KI(OA(~)+tA(~)KI(O=O} 

for even I, 

-1 
1 

The orthogonal "group" 0(00) and the symplectic "group" Sp( 00) 

are defined as 

(2.1.13) 

(2.1.14) 

O(oo)={W E GL(oo); J- 1 tWJ = W- 1}, 

Sp(oo)={W E GL(oo); K- 1 tWK = W- 1}. 

Remark 1. The odd-reduced subalgebra o( 00)21 + 1 and ?1J( 00 )21 + 1 are 
isomorphic to each other under the outer automorphism of g[(2/+ 1, 

C[~, ~-ID, 

whe" A,,, ,(C) was given in § 1.4, and j ~ C . 1)- This fact is pwved as 

follows: Let A(~) E 0(00)21+1 i.e. tA( -~)J2L+I(~)+J21+l~)A(~)=O. Set 

J21+1(~)= eA2L+I(Oy-1J21+1(~)(A2L+I( _@l-t, 

A(~)=(A2l+l( _@-I+lA(~)(A21+1( _@l-I. 
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Then it is seen that tA( -Qi2Z+l(Q+i2Z+l(QA(Q=0. Notice that 

iti2! + I(Qi = (- )!~-IK2Z+l(Q. 

Hence one has 

tA(-QK2!+I( -~-I)+K2Z+l( -~-I)A(Q=O, 

where A(Q=iA( -Qi. Thus A(_~-l) e ~~(00)2!+1' 

Remark 2 ([25, 42]). Set 

0(21 +2, C[~, ~-l]) 

Q.E.D. 

={A(Q e ~r(21+2, C[~, C-1])IJ2!+2(QA(Q+tA(QJ2!+2(Q=0}, 

~u(21 + 1, C[~, ~-l]) 

={A(Q e ~r(21+1, C[~, ~-1])IJ2!+1(QA(Q+tA(-QJ2!+1(Q=0}, 

~~(1, C[~, ~-l]) 

={A(Q e ~r(21, C[~, ~-l]) IK2!(QA(Q+tA(QK2!(Q=0}. 

The Euclidean Lie algebras attached to the extended Dynkin diagrams 

Dl~ b A~~), C P) are realized as the one-dimensional central extension of 
the Lie algebras 0(21+2, C[~, ~-l]), ~u(21+1, C[~, ~-l]), ~~(1, C[~, ~-l]), 

respectively. 

2.2. The Toda lattices of B-type and C-type 

In the Zakharov-Shabat equation (0.2) for the Toda lattice, we 
impose the following constraint on Bb C1 ; Bb C1 e 0(00), or equivalently, 

(2.2.1) b(s) = -be -s), c(s)=c( -s+ 1) for any s. 

The resulting equation is referred to as the Toda lattice of the B-type 
(BTL). Namely BTL amounts to the difference-differential equations 

(2.2.2) 
a""c(1) = c(1)b(l), a""c(s)=c(s)(b(s)-b(s-l)) (s>2), 

an b(s)=c(s)-c(s+l) (s;;;::::l). 

The Toda lattice of the C-type (CTL) is now defined by imposing 

the following constraint; Bb C1 e ~~(oo), or 

(2.2.3) b(s) = -be -s-l), c(s)=c( -s) for any s. 

Hence it becomes the difference-differential equations 
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(2.2.4) 
OXlc(0)=2c(0)bo(0), ox1c(s)=c(s)(b(s)-b(s-I» (s:2:: 1), 

oy,b(s)=c(s)-c(s+l) (s:2::0). 

Both BTL and CTL are sub-subholonomic in the sense of the introduc
tion. 

For BTL, introducing -r functions !-(s)=-r(s; Xl> Yl) (s:2:: 1) through 

bO(S)=OXl log (-r(s+ 1)/-r(s», c_tCs) =-r(s+ 1)-r(s-I)/-r(sY, 

with -r(1)=-r(0), 

we obtain Hirota's bilinear equations 

(2.2.5) Dx,Dy,-r(s).-r(s)+2-r(s+I)-r(s-I)=0, (s>l, -r(1)=-r(0». 

The -r functions -r(s) (s > 0) of CTL are introduced through 

bo(s)=oxllog (-r(s+ 1)/-r(s», CI(S)=-r(s+ 1)-r(s-I)/-r(s)2, 

with -r(1)=-r( -1), 

and CTL is transformed into 

(2.2.6) D X ,DV1-r(s).-r(s)+2-r(s+ 1)·-r(s-I)=O, (s:2::0, -r(I)=-r( -1». 

We remark that the Hirota equations of the Toda lattice reduces to (2.2.5) 

and (2.2.6) by imposing on the -r functions the following symmetries with 
respect to the discrete parameter s; 

(2.2.7) 

(2.2.8) 

-r(s+ 1; Xl> Yl)=-r( -s; Xl, Yl) 

-res; Xl> Yl)=-r( -s; Xl> Yl) 

for BTL, 

for CTL. 

2.3. The Toda lattice hierarchies of B-type and C-type and their I-periodic 

reduction 

Let us recall the fundamentals about the TL hierarchy: The TL 

hierarchy arises as the compatibility condition of the linear problem 

(2.3.1) 
L= W(~)(x, y)AW(~)(x, y)-t, M = W(O)(x, y)A-l W(O) (x, y)-l, 

oxnW(~)(x, y)=BnW(~\x, y), oYnW(~)(x, y)= CnW(~)(X, y), 

W(~)(X, y)= W(~)(x, y) exp ~(x, A), 

W(~) (x, Y)= i:; diag[wj~)(s; x, y)]A-J with wa~)(s; x, y)=l, 
j=O 
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W(O)(X, y)= W(O)(x, y) exp ,;-(y, A-I), 

W(O)(x, y)= i:: diag[w)O)(s; x, y)]Ai with w~O)(s; x, y)$O. 
j=O 

They are not uniquely determined, but have the arbitrariness 

(2.3.2) 
W(OO)(X, y)~ W(OO)(x, y)j<OO)(A), 

W(O)(x, y)~ W(O)(x, y)j<°)(A). 

Here l2,)(l) = i; f~2,) l±n (Roo) = 1, 10'0) *0) are formal Laurent series with 
n=O 

constant scalar coefficients. 

We fix the notations to be used throughout this and the subsequent 

sections. 

Setx=(xb X2, •• ')'Y=(YI'Ys, ... ). We abbreviate X2=X4='" =yz 

=Y4=' .. =0 to xe=Ye=O. Let 

and let 

L=Llx,=v,=o, 

Bn =Bn Ix,=v.=o, 

M=Mlx,=v,=o, 

en = en Ix.=v,=o, 

W (±)(- -) W(2,)( )1 x, Y = x, Y x.=v,=O' A (±)(- - W(!)( )1 w x, y)= x, Y Xe=Ve=O' 

Note that the wave matrices W(±)(x, jI) take the form, 

(2.3.3) 
we-lex, y)= we-lex, y) exp ~(x, A), 

W(+)(x, jI)= W(+)(x, y) exp ~(y, A-I), 

where ~(x, A) = :En: odd xnAn. Furthermore we set 

00 

w(±)(s; x, y; l)=:E wj±)(s; X, jl)l±J, 
j=O 

00 

w(±)*(s; x, y; l)=:E wj±)*(s; x, jl)l±i, 
}=O 

where the coefficients are given by 

W(±)(x, y)= i:: diag[wj±)(s; X, y)]A±i, 
}=o 

W(±)(x, y)-I= i:: A±j diag[wj±)*(s+ 1; X, Y)]. 
j=O 

The Toda lattice hierarchy of the B-type (the BTL hierarchy) is a 
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specialization of the TL hierarchy in the sense that we impose the con
straints 

(2.3.4) [, JfiI E 0((00» 

on (2.3.1) at the e;x:pense of freezing the even time flows. Note that (2.3.4) 

implies in, JfiIn E 0((00» for odd n, so that Em Cn E 0(00) for odd n. Thus 
the BTL hierarchy is a set of nonlinear differential equations given by 

(2.3.5) 
oxnEm-oxmEn+[Em, En]=O, OYnCm-OYmCn+[Cm, Cn]=O, 

oYnEm-oxmCn+[Em, Cn]=O, n, m; odd. 

The third equation above with n = m = 1 is nothing but the BTL. 

We will further deduce the following proposition on the wave 
matrices, which is analogous to Proposition 1 in [23]. 

Proposition 2.4. Assume (2.3.4). Then W(±)(x, y) E 0(00) under a 

suitable choice of POO)(}..), PO)O) in (2.3.2). 

Proof We will only show W(-)(x, y) E 0(00). 

Since Em Cn E o( 00), it follows that 

for odd n. On the other hand, [A, J- 1 tW(-)JW(-)]=O because 

Combining these facts, one sees that 

(2.3.6) J- 1 tW(-)JW(-)= ~ gnA-n with go= 1, 
n=O 

where g n is a constant scalar. Taking into account t J = J, one has also 
tW(-)JW{-)J-1= ~;~o gnAn. Since J-1AnJ = (_)n A-n, one further sees 

that 

(2.3.7) J-1 tW(-)JW(-) = ~ (- )ngnA-n. 
n=O 

Comparing (2.3.6) with (2.3.7), one concludes that gn=O for odd n. 
Moreover let us modify W(-) to W(-)poo)(A), then 
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It is evident that a suitable choice of J<=l(A) makes the left-hand side be 1. 

Thus W(-l E 0(00). Q.E.D. 

The Toda lattice hierarchy of C-type (the CTL hierarchy) is also 
defined as a specialization of the TL hierarchy with the constraints 

(2.3.8) E, if E §1J« 00)) 

in (2.3.1) for which the even time flows are freezed. Then En, Cn E §1J( 00) 

for odd n, and the CTL hierarchy is a set of nonlinear differential equa
tions such as (2.3.5). As in the orthogonal case, wave matrices W(±l(X, y) 

belong to Sp( 00) under an appropriate choice of /~)(J.). 
Now we will describe the orthogonal or symplectic conditions in 

terms of 1: functions. Though such conditions has been considered in 
[26], the authors have also obtained an algebraic proof for them, inde
pendently of [26]. 

(0) 
Theorem 2.5. Suppose that W = (x, y) Ixe~Y,~O E 0(00). Then the cor-

responding 1: functions satisfy 

(2.3.9) 1:(s + 1 ; x, y) = 1:( - s; t(X), t(y)) 

for any s, where we have set t(x)=(Xl> -X2' X3, -X4' ... ). Conversely, if 
1: functions are subject to (2.3.9), the corresponding hierarchy is of the 

B-type. 

For the proof, we start with the following proposition. 

Proposition 2.6. The symmetry (2. 3. 9) is equivalent to that of wave 

matrices such as 

(2.3.10) 

Proof. First we show (2.3.9) to be deduced from (2.3.10). In view 
of J-1A-JJ =( _)J Ai, from (2.3.10) one obtains 

J-1W(=l(t(X), t(y))J = f: (_)J A-j diag[wj=l( -s; t(X), t(y))], 
j~O 

which further leads to 

(2.3.11) 

One has similarly 
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(2.3.12) 

By the way, notice that 

holds for any j. This follows from 

Applying (2.3.13) to (2.3.1l) and (2.3.12), one finds 

p;(ax) log (r( -s; e(x), e(y))/r(s+ 1; x, y)) 
(2.3.14) 

=p;(ay ) log (r( -s; e(x), e(y))/r(s+ 1; x, y))=O for j> 1, 

and 

(2.3.15) r(-s+I.; e(x), e(y)) II = r(-s; e(~), e(y)) I . 
r(s, x, y) x,~y,~O res + 1 , x, y) x,~y.~o 

(2.3.14) implies that 

Cte. X res + 1 ; x, y) = r( - s; e(x), e(y)), 

and (2.3.15) assures that the above constant factor is independent of s. 

Setting s= 1 in (2.3.15), one sees that (r(O; e(x), e(y))/r(l; x, Y))lx.~1i.~o= 1. 
Hence one obtains (2.3.9). 

The converse statement is evident. Q.E.D. 

By virtue of Proposition 2.6, the proof of Theorem 2.5 reduces to 
that of (2.3.10). To show this symmetry, some lemmata are required. 

Lemma 2.7. If J-1PJ =( _)m tp, J-1QJ =( _)n tQ (m, n E Z), then 
J-1[P, Q]J =( _ )m+n+l[p, Q]. 

Proof. Straightforward. Q.E.D. 

Sef!al=L:j~laj, Ilall=L:j~l(j+l)aj for a multi-index a (aj;;::O:O, aj=O 

for j,)?O), and define f' for a functionfby f'ex, y)= f(e(x), e(y)). 

Lemma 2.8. For any multi-indices a, 13, we have 

(2.3.16) 

(2.3.17) 
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The equations which is obtained by replacing Bk by Ck in the above also 

hold. 

Proof By induction for lal, we will show (2.3.16) in the case of 

/3=0; 

(2.3.16), 

Since J- I t(Lk IXe=Ye=O)J =( _)k L k IXe=Ye=O, one sees, considering the (+) 
part of the both sides, that (2.3.16), holds for a=O. Next assume 

(2.3.16), to be true for lal~M. Let a~=aXil ... aXiM +1' Since axp= 
[Bn> P], it follows that 

(2.3.18) 

Here aXil' .. ·aXiM indicates excluding aXia from aXil" .aXiM' Thanks to 
IX 

Lemma 2.7 and the assumption of induction, the right-hand side of (2.3.18) 
restricted to xe=Ye=O satisfies an identity such as J-ItpJ=(_)lIall+kp. 

Hence 

J- I t(aaPI _ _ )J = (_)lIall + k(aap I __ ). 
X Xe-Ye-O x Xe-Ye-O 

Considering the (+) part above, one finds (2.3.16)' to persist for I a I = 
M + 1. Thus it is proved. 

(2.3.16) in a general case can be verified in the same fashion as 

above. The second identity (2.3.17) is obvious. Q.E.D. 

Proof of Theorem 2.5. Set Y =J- I tW(OO)(x, y)-IJ, and 

Z = W(OO)(t(x), t(y))-I. 

We wish to show y=z. For this purpose, we prove 

(2.3.19) 

by induction on I a I. (2.3.19) is obviously true for a = O. Next assume 

(2.3.19) to be true for lal:S:M. Let lal=M. Since Y, Z solve the equa
tions 

they also satisfy 

axnY =( - )n+I{( - )n(J-I tBnJ)Y - Y An}, 

aXnZ =( - )n+I{B~Z -ZAn}, 
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aXna~y =( - )n+l{( _)n I: a~(J-l tBnJ).a~y -a~y.An}, 
~+r=a 

a aaz=(_)n+l{ " a~B'·arZ-arZ.An} Xn x L-..J x n x x • 
~+r=a 

Therefore the assumption of induction and (2.3.16) in Lemma 2.8 yield 

axna~Ylxe=Ye=o=axna~zlxe=Ye=O' Thus (2.3.19) holds for any multi-index a. 
More generally one can show 

for any multi-indices a, 13. One can also obtain the equation obtained by 
replacing W(=) by W(O) in the above. Therefore one concludes (2.3.10). 

Q.E.D. 

We can deduce a similar statement as in Theorem 2.5 also for the 
symplectic case. 

Theorem 2.9. (1) Suppose that W(~)(x, y) IXe=Ye=O E Sp( 00). Then 

the corresponding 7: functions satisfy 

(2.3.20) 1:"(s; X, Y)=1:"( -s; leX), ley»~ 

for any s. Conversely, if 1:" functions are subject to (2.3.20), the correspond

ing hierarchy is of the C-type. 
(2) The symmetry (2.3.20) is equivalent to that of wave matrices as 

(2.3.21) 

Remark. It is worthy to note that 1:" functions with the symmetry 
(2.3.9) (resp. (2.3.20» are those of the 2-components BKP (resp. CKP) 

hierarchy [23]. In particular, when the time evolution of y is freezed, 

our 1:" functions belong to the (one-component) BKP (resp. CKP) hierarchy. 

Now let us discuss the I-periodic BTL, CTL hierarchies. We will 

denote them by (BTL)z, (CTL)z. They are subfamilies of the BTL, CTL 

hierarchies with the I-periodic constraint 

(2.3.22) 

besides (2.3.4), (2.3.8). As was considered in Proposition 1.13, (2.3.22) 

means L, ME 0((00 »z for the (BTL)z hierarchy (resp. L, M E ~p(( 00 »z for 
the (CTL)z hierarchy). Consequently fin> Cn E o(oo)z for odd n (resp. fin, 

Cn E ~p( oo)z for odd n). Furthermore 

axnL=axnM =0, aynL =ayJi =0 for odd n=O mod I. 
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Namely, the unknown functions of the I-periodic hierarchies are inde

pendent of the variables Xm Yn for odd n=O mod I. 

Denote the images of Bm En under the isomorphisms (2.1.7), (2.1.12) 

by BneC), Ener;), which turn out to be tracefree by the same argument as 

in Proposition 1.14. Then the (BTL)! and (CTL)! hierarchies amount to 
a system of the Zakharov-Shabat equations, 

(2.3.23) 

oxjlm(r;) -oxmBn(C) + [Bm(C), Bn(r;)] =0, 

oy"Em(r;)-oYmEn(r;)+[Em(C), En(C)]=o, 

OynBm(C) -OXm En(r;) + [Bm(C), En(r;)] = 0, 

for odd n, m:t=O mod I. 

Now we will describe the characterization of'C' functions for the (BTL)!, 

(CTL)! hierarchies. 'C' functions must be I-periodic with respect to the 
discrete parameter s (see § 1.4). Thus, combining this fact with Theorems 

2.5, 2.9, we lead to the following characterization: 

(2.3.24) 

(2.3.25) 

{
'C'( -s; ,(x), ,(y»='C'(s+ 1; x, Y), 

(BTL)!; 
'C'(s+l; x, y)='C'(s; x, Y), for any s, 

{
'C'(-s; ,(x), ,(y»='C'(s; x, Y), 

(CTL)!; 
'C'(s+l; x, y)='C'(s; x, y) for any s. 

(If we consider 'C"(s; x, y) instead of 'C'(s; x, y), we may assume further 

o"'n'C"(s; x, y)=eyn'C"(s; x, y)=O for n=O mod I, besides (2.3.24), (2.3.25) 
(see § 1.4). 

We obtain the following claim (cf. [26]). 

Proposition 2.10. If I is odd, (BTL)! is identifiable with (CTL)! (see 

also Remark 1 in § 2.1). 

Proof We will show this proposition by considering an example. 

Let 1=5. By virtue of the periodicity, a set of'C' functions {'C'(l), "', 
-r(5)} completely prescribes the (BTL)5 hierarchy. From (2.3.24) it follows 
that this set reduces to 

{'C'(l), 'C'(2), 'C'(3)=d3)=d2), dl)} 

('C"(s; x, y)='C'(s; ,(x), ,(y»). On the other hand, (2.3.25) shows that a set 
of 'C' functions 

{'C'( -2), 'C'( -1), 'C'(O)='C"(O), d -1), d -2)} 

perfectly characterizes the (CTL)5 hierarchy. 

enables us to obtain the claim. 
Comparing these two sets 

Q.E.D. 
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As was remarked in the previous section, o( 00 )21 +2, 0(00)21 +1 = 
~lJ( 00 )21+ 1> ~lJ( 00 )21 relate to the Euclidean Lie algebras Di~ 1> AW, Cil), 

respectively. We will show that (BTL)21+2' (BTL)21+b (CTL)21 give (TL)D'O) , 
1+' 

(TL)A")' (TL)C(1), by writing down the Zakharov-Shabat equation [17] 
2! ! 

(2.3.26) ovrB1(0-o""C1(,)+[B1(0, C1CO]=O. 

0 1 

(TLh'2) b1 1 
1+' 

B1(0= 
b, 

0 

-b, 
1 

r;; -b1 

0 ,-ICI 

C1 0 

CI +1 '. 

C!+1 '. 

Then (2.3.26) reads as 

(2.3.27) 

0v,b.=c.-c.+1> (l <s<I), 

o""C1=c1b1, o",c.=c.(b.-b._I), (2:::;;'s<I-1), 

O""CI+ I = -C, +1b!. 

Introducing u(s) through b.=o""u(s) (l <s<I), cI=e"(1), c.=e,,(·)-,,(·-t), 

(2<s:=;I-1), c!+l=e-u(l), (2.3.27) turns out to be (TLhr'.(.,' 

0 1 

(TL)AW b l 1 

B1(r;;) = b! 

-b, 
1 

-r;; -bt 
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o 
o 

Then we obtain 

(2.3.28) 

0Ylb,=Cs-CS+1> (l;£s:::::/), 

OX1Cl=c1bl> OXlcs=cs(bs-bs-l), (2<s;£/), 

Ox,Cl+ 1= -2Cl+1bl· 

. . 
bl _ 1 •• 

b l _ l •• 

Cz 

CZ- 1 •• 

Then we obtain 



(2.3.29) 
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o'Vlb.=C.-Cs+b (1 <s<l-l), 

o"'lCO= 2cobo, OXIC. = c.(b.-b._ I), (15:.s<l-l), 

oX1CZ= -2czbz_l. 

47 

Setting b.=o"'lU(S), (0<s<I-1), co=e2U (Ol, c.=eU(Bl-U(.-ll (1 <s5:.I-1), 

Cz =2e-2U (Z- ll, (2.3.29) becomes (TL)c(1). , 

2.4. Remarks on 'Z" fnnctions of the BTL, CTL hierarchies 

In this section we will briefly describe another definition of 1: func
tions of the BTL, CTL hierarchies. We will keep the notations in the 
preceding section. 

For the BTL, CTL hierarchies, the bilinear relation (1.2.18) reads as 

(2.4.1) 

for any X, x', y, y'. From this we deduce the following proposition valid 
for both the BTL and the CTL hierarchies. 

Proposition 2.11. For the wave matrices W(±l(X, y), 1: functions 

t(s; x, y) are uniquely determined up to a constant multiple factor so that 

(2.4.2) 

W(-l(S· x -·1)= t(s; x-l(A-I), y) 
, ,y, ( - -) , 

f s; x,y 

W<-l*(s· x -·1)= f(S; X+l(A-I), y) 
, ,y , -( . - -) , 

. T S,X,y 

w(+l*(S·X -·1)= f(s+l;x,y-l(A». 
, ,y, ( - -) , 

f s;x,y 

W(+l*(S·X -·1)= f(s-l;x,y+l(A» 
, ,y , . -( . - -) , 

T S, x,y 

where l(l) =(21, f18, t1\ ... ). Furthermore they have the following sym

metries; 

(2.4.3) 

(2.4.4) 

f( -s; x, y)=f(s+ 1; x, y) 

f(-S; x, y)=f(S; x, y) 

for the BTL hierarchy, 

for the CTL hierarchy. 

Proof We will only give a rough sketch of the proof. First of all, 
note that the following equalities hold; 

(2.4.5) 
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exp ~(gO;-I)+g(Ail), A) 

= 202+ 41) {(I-A;-IA)-I_(I-AilAtl}A-l. 
A2-A1 

(2.4.6) 

Let x'=X-g(A;-I), y'=y-gOi 1) in (2.4.1). Applying (2.4.5), one gets the 

bilinear equation 

w(-)(s; x, y; A1)W(-)*(s+ 1; x_gO;-I), y-g(A2); AI) 

=w(+)(s; x, Y; A2)W(+)*(s+ 1; X-g(A;-I), y-g(2); A2). 

Next we set x' = x - g(A;-I) - gOi 1), Y' = Y (resp. x' = x, y' = y - g(Al) - g(2))' 

By making use of (2.4.6), one derives the following bilinear equations; 

wH(s; x, y; Al)WH *(S; X-g(A;-I)_g(Ail), y; AI) 

= wH(s; x, y; A2)W H *(S; X-g(A;-I)_gOil), y; A2), 

w(+)(s; x, y; A1)W(+)*(s+2; x, y-gOl)-g02); AI) 

=w(+)(s; x, y; A2)W(+)*(s+2; x, y-gOl)-g(A2); A2)' 

Considering these equations, one can achieve the existence proof of the t" 

functions defined by (2.4.2), by the same discussion as in Theorem 1.7. 
A similar consideration as the proof of Proposition 2.6 leads us to (2.4.3), 
(2.4.4). Q.E.D. 

Substituting (2.4.2) into (2.4.1), the BTL and CTL hierarchies are 
transformed into the infinitely many bilinear equations of the Hirota type, 

(2.4.7) 

s,meZ. 

Here ii=(ah a., ... ) is arbitrary, and Dx=(D",., iD",., ... ), <ii, Dx>= 
L:n:odd anD",,,, while fJix) is defined by exp ~(x, A)= L:i=ofJlx)AJ• 

Let us restrict our attention on the BTL hierarchy. Set m=s=O in 
(2.4.7). Taking f(1) = f(O) into account, we obtain 

t {fJl-2ii)fJi2D",)-fJl-2b)fJi2Dy)} 
j=l 

Xexp «ii, D",>+<b, Dv»f(O) . f(O) =0, 

which is just the same as the equation to be satisfied by t" function of the 
2-components BKP hierarchy [24]. That is to say, f(O; x, y) may be 
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thought of to be embedded into the 2-components BKP hierarchy. 

Remark. In the reference [24], 7: function for the BKP hierarchy. 
7: BKP(.X), was introduced through 

7: BKP(xl = 7:(x) L".~o 

where 7:(x) is the corresponding 7: function of the KP hierarchy. From 
the above discussion, it turns out that T(O; x; 0) corresponds to T BKP(X). 

3. Multi-Component Theory 

3.1. Formulation of the multi-component hierarchy 

The multi-component theory of the KP hierarchy is established in 
[23, 34] (see Appendix 1). The multi-component theory is indispensable 
in the treatment of many concrete soliton equations as its specializations. 
In this sense it is desirable to generalize our theory developed in Chapter 
1 to a multi-component analogue. 

The so called non abelian Toda lattice [18, 31] is regarded as a multi
component version of the original Toda lattice. However, compared 
with the formalism of the multi-component KP hierarchy, the non abelian 
Toda lattice seems to be insufficient in the sense that its evolution is 
restricted to a special sector of the fully possible evolution (see Remark 
3.2). 

We shall proceed in the same way as the KP hierarchy was generali
zed to the multi-component case. 

Remember that the r component KP hierarchy is formulated by use 
of matrix-(micro) differential operators of size r X r, instead of scalar ones 
used in the one component hierarchy (see Appendix 1). On the other 
hand, as we noticed at the ends of Section l.1 and Section l.2, our hier
archy of the Toda lattice can be reformulated in terms of scalar difference 
operators. Hence the r component hierarchy of the Toda lattice must be 
realized by use of matrix-difference operators of size rX r or, equivalently. 
matrices of infinite size which consist of the blocks of size r X r indexed 
byZXZ. 

According to the above observations, let us prepare some notations 
of matrices of infinite size. In the r component theory we need the 
matrices of infinite size acting on the tensor product CZ ® cr. We shall 
often use the Kronecker product P ® Q of a matrix P of size Z X Z and a 
matrix Q of size r X r. 

A matrix A acting on CZ ® C' is expressed in the form 
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A= L: diag [a.1(s)]A.1 
jEZ 

aO( -1) al( -1) 
(3.1.1) , AJ=A.1&JI" 

a_lO) ao(O) al(O) 

a_ l(1) ao(1) 

where ais) is a matrix of size r Xr and diag [ais)] denotes the block
diagonal matrix diag ( ... a.1( -1), alO), ail), ... ). lr is the unit matrix 

.of size r Xr. We define (A)", by 

(A) + = L: diag [ais)]A.1, 
(3.1.2) j~O 

(A)_ = L: diag [als)]A.1. 
j<O 

The following notations are often used throughout this chapter. 

o 

o 
1 (a, a=I, .. ·,r. 

o 

o 

Here Iz denotes the unit matrix of size Zx Z. We notice that Eb ... , Er 
and A commute each other, and that Ea (a= 1, ... , r) give partition of 

the unity 

(3.1.4) 

where lzxr is the unit matrix in the whole space CZ&Jcr. 

Now let us introduce a discrete variable s, independent variables 
x = (X(I), ••• , x(r», y = (y(I), ..• , y(r» with x(a) = (xia), x~a), ..• ), y(a) = (yia), 

yia) , ••• ) and the matrices L, M, Ua , V .. of infinite size of the form 

r 
L= L: diag [bis)}A.1, bl(s) = 1" 

-oo<j~l 

M = L: diag [cis)]A.1,c_l(s)=w~O)(s)w~O)(S-l)-I, 
-l~j<oo (3.1.5) 
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I Ua= .6 diag[uj,is)]AJ, uo,a(s)=Ea, 

Va= -~j';~iag [uj,aCs)]Aj, UO,a(s)=w~O)(s)Eaw~O)(s)-I, 
O~j<oo 

where bis), cis), uj,.(s), uj,aCs) and w~O)(s) are matrix-valued functions 
of (s, x, y) of r Xr size, bls)=bls; x, y), .. " w~O)(s)=w~O)(s; x, y), and 
serve as unknown functions. waO) is assumed to be invertible. Further
more we assume the following algebraic conditions. 

(3.1.6) 

r 

.6 Va= lzxn VaVp = oapVp, a, ~= 1, ... , r. 
a=l 

We set 

(3.1.7) 

Then the hierarchy of the r-component Toda lattice is defined by the fol
lowing system of the Lax-type equations. 

(3.1.8) 

ax;..,L=[B~a), L], ax;.a,Up=[B~a" Up], 

ay;..,L=[c~a), L], ay;.a,Up=[qa), Up], 

ax;.a,M=[B~a), M], ax;'.' Vp=[B~a), Vp], 

ay;.a,M=[c~a" M], ayJ.a,Vp=[C~·" Vp], 

a,~=l,. ",r, n=1,2,·· .. 

Theorem 3.1. (3.1.8) is equivalent to the system of the Zakharov

Shabat type equations 

(3.1.9) 

fa 
(p,B(a)-a ( ,B(P)+[B(·) B(P)]=O 

Xn m :&ma n 'ITI' n , 

ay~p,c;:)-allit,c,<t)+[c;:), c,<t)]=o, 

all~p,B;:)-axina)C,<t)+[B;:), c,<t)]=o, 

a,~=l, "',r, m,n=1,2, .... 

Remark. It is obvious that in the case r= 1 we recover the hierarchy 
discussed in Chapter 1 

We can prove Theorem in the same way as in the one component 
case: 
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First we notice, in view of the algebraic conditions (3.1.6), that (3.1.8) 
is equivalent to 

(3.1.8') {
a"$.al(LUP)=[B~al, LUp], ay$.al(LUp) = [qal, LUp], 

a,,$.al(MVp) =[B~a), MVp], all$.al(MVp)=[qa), MVp], 

ex, /3=1, "', r, n=I,2,·· .. 

On the other hand the equivalence of (3.1.8,) and (3.1.9) can be proved 
just in the same way as the proof of Theorem 1.1. We omit the detail. 

Remark 3.2. The so called non abelian Toda lattice [18, 31] is 
recovered, together with its hierarchy, in the sector of independent 
variables 

(3.1.10) 

as follows: Let us set 

r 

B = '" BCa) n L.J n' 
a=l 

and consider the restriction of L, M, Bn and en to the sector (3.1.10). 
Then they satisfy, with respect to x and y, the systems of the Lax type 
and the Zakharov-Shabat type which are of the same form as (1.2.2) and 
(1.2.3). They give a hierarchy of the non abelian Toda lattice. 

3.2. Linearization and characterization of wave matrices 

Now we shall investigate the linearization of the r component hie
rarchy: Let us consider the following linear problem. 

(3.2.1) 

(3.2.2) 

{
LWe=) = W C=) A, MW eO) = WCO) A-I, 

Ua W C=) = WC=) Ea, Va wee) = wee) Ea, 

for W = WC=)(x, y), WCO)(x, y), ex = 1, .. " rand n= 1, 2, .. '. 

The following theorem implies that (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) serve as a 
suitable linearization of the r component hierarchy. 

Theorem 3.3. (i) Suppose that L, M, U and V are solutions to the r 
component hierarchy. Then there exist two solutions We=)(x, y) and 
Weo)(x, y) to (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) of the form 
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W(~)(x, y)= W(~)(x, y) exp ± ~(x(a), A)Ea, 
a=l 

(3.2.3) 
W(O)(x, y)= W(O)(x, y) exp ± ~(y(a), A- 1)Ea , 

a=l 

W(~) and W(O) are unique up to the arbitrariness 

W(~)~W(~)F, 

where F= L:.i=o A-j @jj, G= L:.i=o Aj @gj,jj and gj are constant matrices 

of size rXr,jo= 1 and go is invertible. 
(ii) Conversely if there are two solutions W(~) and W(O) to (3.2.2) of 

the form (3.2.3)for certain matrices B~a) and c~a), then the matrices L, M, 

Ua and Va defined by (3.1.11), or equivalently by 

(3.2.4) {
L=W(~)AW(~)_l, M=W(O)A-IW(O)-l, 

Ua= W(~)EaW(~)-I, Va= W(O)EaW(O)-l, 

solve (3.1.8), and also satisfy (3.1.7). 

Remark. Of course in the case r= 1 we obtain the corresponding 
results for the hierarchy discussed in Chapter 1. 

(3.2.5) 

By a direct calculation (3.1.8) follows immediately from (3.2.5). On the 
other hand (3.2.5) leads to the following two expressions of B~a). 

B (a)-~ W(O). W(O)-l B(a)=~ W(~). WC~)-l+W(~)AnE WC~)-I 
n -ux~a) 'n u:c~a) a • 

The first one implies that B~a) is upper triangular relative to rXr blocks. 
Hence, if we take the ( ) + part of the second one and remember that the 
diagonal blocks of W(~) are constant, we have 

BCa) =(W(~) AnEaW(~)-l)+ = (LnUa)+. 
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Similarly we can prove the second equality in (3.1.7). 
Next, let us prove (i). (3.2.2) is rewritten in the form 

(3.2.6) 
{
a"'~.)W(~)+(Lnua)_W(~)=O' 

a'V~.)W(~)-(MnVa)_W(~)=o, 

a ,.)W(O)_(Lnu) W(O)=O 
XU a + , 

a'V~.)W(o)+(MnVa).W(O)=O, n=1,2,···. 

The integrability conditions of (3.2.6) are guaranteed by (3.1.8) and 

(3.1.9), as one can easily show in the same way as in the one component 
case (cf. the proof of Lemma 1.3). Hence the remaining problem is the 

choice of initial values (cf. the proof of Theorem 1.2). Thus we have 
only to prove that there exist some matrices W~~) and W~O) of the. same 
form as W(~) and W(O) such that 

L=W~~)AW~~)-I, M=W~O)A-IW~O)-I, 

Ua= W~~)EaW~~)-t, Va= W~O)EaW~O)-I. 

In the following we shall show only the existence of W~O). W~~) can 

be treated just in the same way. 
At first let us choose a matrix W(I) = L;j~o diag [wy)(s; x, y)]A-J such 

that 

We can actually construct such a W(1), solving the linear equations for 
wY) which are derived by comparing the both sides of MW(1) = W(I) A-I. 

Now we set V;;) = W(I)-IV.W(1) (a=l, "', r). Then, from (3.1.6), 

(3.2.7) {
[~~I), A]=O, [V~l), V~I)]=O, 

L; V~I)=lzxr> V~I)V~l)=oapV~Il, a,/3=l, ···,r. 
«=1 

From the first equality V~I) takes the form 

where v~~~ is a matrix valued function of size rX r. 

Now we claim that, for the matrices V~l) as above, there exist a 
matrix W(2) = L;j~o Ai Q9 wj2) with wa2) = lr and W}2) being a matrix-valued 

function of size r X r such that 
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(3.2.8) 

If such a W(2) exists, then we have only to set W&O) = W(l) W(2). 

Let us construct such a W(2) by induction on r. The case r= I is 
trivial. Suppose r > 1 : As we constructed W(1) for M, we can choose a 
matrix W(3) = .L;J'=o AJ ® wj3) with w?) being a matrix of size r X r such 
that 

If we set V~2)=W(3)-lV;;)W(3) (a=l, "',r), then V~2) (a=l,' ",r) 

satisfy (3.2.7) in place of V~l). In particular, 

Hence the r-th row and the r-th column of V~2) vanish. Extracting the 

remaining (r-l)x(r-l) part of V~2) for a=l, "', r-l, we can reduce 
the problem to the case of size (r - 1) X (r - 1) instead of size r X r. 

3.3. 

Thus we have proved the existence of W(2), and hence that of W&O). 
The last statement of (ii) can be easily verified. This proves Theorem 

In the following, as in Section 1.2, we shall call W(~) and W(O) the 

wave matrices of the r component Toda lattice hierarchy. 
A similar argument as we developed in Section 1.2 leads to a set of 

bilinear equations which characterize the wave matrices W(OO) and W(O): 

Theorem 3.4. The wave matrices W(=) and W(O) of the r component 

hierarchy satisfy the bilinear equation 

for any multi-indices a and f3. Conversely if some matrices W(oo) and W(O} 

of the form (3.2.3) satisfy (3.2.9) for any a and f3, then they are wave matri

ces of the r component hierarchy, i.e., they solve (3.2.2). 

Of course the bilinear equations (3.2.9) for all a and f3 can be rewrit
ten into the generating functional form, 

(3.2.10) 
W(OO)(x, y) W(oo)(x', y')-l = W(O)(x, y) W(O)(x', y')-l 

for any x and x'. 

Now we .proceed to investigate the relation between our theory of the 
multi-component Toda lattice and the multi-component KP hierarchy. 
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We introduce the following matrices of formal Laurent series in A of 
size rXr, which we call the wave functions of the r component Toda 

lattice. 

(3.2.11) 

w(~)(s; x, y; A)=W(~)(s; x, y; A)AB exp ~(x, A), 

w(o)(s; X,Y; A)=W(O)(s; x, y; A)AB exp ~(y, A-I), 

w*(~)(s; X, y; A)=W*(~)(s; x, y; A)A-' exp ~(-x, A), 

w*(O)(s; x, y; A)=W*(O)(s; x, y; A)A-' exp ~(-y, A-I), 

w(2')(s; x, Y; A)= t w~!)(s; x, y)±j, 
j=O 

w*(!)(s; x, y; A)= t wj(!)(s; x, Y)A±j, 
j=O 

where w~!) was defined in (3.2.3) and wj(!) is defined by 

(3.2.12) W(!)(s; x, y)-I= t A±j diag [wj(!)(s+ 1; x, y)]. 
j=O 

Then the bilinear equations (3.2.9) and (3.2.10) are rewritten respec
tively in the following integral forms. 

(3.2.13) 

f (a;a~w(~)(s; x, y; A»W*(~)(s', x, y; A)dA 

=f (a~a~w(O)(s; x, y; A-1»W*(0)(s'; x, y; A- I)A-2dA, 

(3.2.14) 

f w(~)(s; x, y; A)W*(~)(s'; x', y'; A)dA 

=f w(O)(s; x, y; A-1)W*(0)(s'; x', y'; A- I)A-2dA. 

They are analogous to the bilinear equations for the wave functions 

of the multi-component KP theory [22] (cf. Appendix). A direct com
parison with them yields 

Theorem 3.5. Let us denote by 

W!(X(I), ... , x(2r) ; A) and wt(X(I), ... , x(2r) ; A) 

with / = (II> ... , /2r), L;}r= I /j = 0, the wave functions for the 2r component 

KP hierarchy introduced in [22] (cf Appendix, (A. 44», and define wi""), WiD), 
wt(~l, wt(O) by 
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WI( )(X(I) ... X(T) y(l) ... y(T). A) 
B , , , , ,. ,a,fj 

{ Wi~)(S; x, y; A)a,pAIP for 1 <[3<r, 

= wiO)(s; x, y; A-I)a,P_TAlp-1 for r+ 1 <[3<2r, 

W~8)(X(I), ... , X(T), y(I), ... , yeT) ; A)a, p 

{ wt(~)(S; x, y; A)a,pA-IP for 1 <[3<r, 

= w*(O)(s· x y. A-I) A-lp-l flor r+l<tl<2r 
L '" a,fi-r -tJ- , 
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where l(s)=1 +(s, ... , s, -s, ... , -s) (s for the first r components, and 

-s for the second ones), and the subindices (a, [3) and (a, [3-r) indicate 
the matrix-components. Then,for each I, wt), wiD), wt(~) and wt(O) satisfy 

(3.2.13), (3.2.14). Hence they are wave functions of the r component Toda 
lattice. 

Remark 3.6. Theorem 3.5 provides a class of solutions to the r 

component Toda lattice hierarchy parametrized by the vacuum expecta
tion values 1:'1' 1=(/1> ... , 12T), I:!T=lla=O [22] (see Appendix 1). However, 
to make the statements of Theorem 3.5 more precise, we must add the 
following remark: It may happen that the wi~) and wiD) do not make 
sense for some s E Z. As far as we consider the infinite lattice they must 
be excluded as the wave functions of the Toda lattice hierarchy. For this 
reason the rational solutions and a class of soliton solutions to the multi
component KP hierarchy do not induce solutions to the infinite Toda 
lattice hierarchy. 

At the end of this section we shall briefly comment on the linear 
equations for the wave functions w(~) and w(O): 

Let us express B~a) and c~a) in the form 

(3.2.16) 

Then (3.2.2) is equivalent to the following classical formulation of lineari
zation 

(3.2.17) IO"'CalW(S' x, y; A)= t b~~~(s, x, y)w(s+n-j, x, y; A), 
.. j=O 

n-l 

OyCa)w(s, x, y; A)= I: c~~~(s, x, y)w(s+ j-n, x, y; A), 
.. j=O 

for w=w(~>, weD) and n= 1,2, . . '. 
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Hence Theorem 3.3, (ii), implies that, if there are two solutions w(~) and 
w(O) of the form as indicated in (3.2.11), then the matrices B~a) and c~a} 

defined by (3.2.16) solve (3.1.9), while the matrices L, M,. Ua and Va 

defined by (3.2.4) solve (3.1.8). Of course in the case r= 1 w.~ obtain the 

corresponding result for the hierarchy discussed in Chapter 1. 
In the construction of special solutions (e.g., soliton solutions, quasi

periodic solutions, etc.) the linearization (3.2.17) is often effectively used. 

3.3. Reduction to a system of the Zakharov-Mikhailov type 

. Zakharov-Mikhailov [41] investigated the zero-curvature equation 

a<A(~, 1); J.)-a~B(~, 1); J.)+[A(~, 1); J.), B(~, 1); J.)]=O 

and its linearization 

in which A and B depend on J. rationally. In Chapters 1 and 2 we 

encountered some examples of the systems of this type in the periodic 

reductions. Among them the sine-Gordon equation is one of the most 

typical examples, and can be obtained, together with its hierarchy, as the 

2-periodic reduction as in Section 1.4. 

In this section we shall derive another type of examples in a reduc

tion of the multi-component hierarchy. One of the typical examples is 

the Pohlmeyer-Lund-Regge equation. 

Throughout this section we assume the reduction conditions 

(3.3.1) 

Proposition 3.7. Each of the following conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) is 

equivalent to (3.3.1). 

(i) L=A, M=A- 1• 

(ii) w(s; x, y; J.)=J.·w(O; x, y; J.) for w=w(7), w(O). 

r r 

(iii) L:: ar~a) W= WAn, L:: ay;.a) W= WA-n 
a=l a=l 

for w= W(~), W(O) and n=l, 2, .... 

This is an immediate consequence of (3.1.7), (3.2.1) and (3.2.2). 

In the expression (3:1.1) of a matrix A, we notice that 

[A, A]=O~atCs) . is independent of sfor any j. 

In this case A is expr.essed in the form A = L::,iez AJ Q9 aJ' where ilJ is a 
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constant matrix of size r X r. Also we notice that the correspondence 

(3.3.2) A= 2:: AjQ9aj~A().)= 2:: ajAJ 

JEZ JEZ 

preserves sums, products and commutators. Here A is used as a formal 
indeterminate. 

Under (3.3.1) the matrices W(~), W(O), Ua, Va, B~a) and c~a) commute 

with A., as one can show easily from (3.1.7), (3.2.4). Hence let us denote 
the matrices of size r X r corresponding to them through (3.3.2) by W(~)(A), 
W(O)(A), Ua(A), Va(A), B~a)().) and qa)(A) (or, more precisely, by W(~)(x, y; 

A) etc., ... , if we indicate the (x, y) dependence explicitly.) Also denote 
w(~)(o; x, Y; A) and w(O)(o; x, Y; A) by t,P(~)(x, Y; A) and t,P(O)(x, Y; A). In 

other words, 

(3.3.3) {
t,P(=)(X, Y; A)=W(~)(O; x, Y; A) diag (eH"'w,,), •.. ,e(",cr>,.», 

t,P(O)(x, Y; A)=W(O)(O; x, Y; A) diag (ee(yW,.-,>, •.. , ee(yCr>,.-,». 

Then we obtain a system of the Zakharov-Mikhailov type together 
with the Lax representation, the zero-curvature representation and the 
linearization as follows. 

Theorem 3.8. (i) (3.1.8) and (3.1.4) reduce to the following equations 

(3.3.4) 

(3.3.5) 

{
axl.a> UP(A) = [B~a)(A), UP)], al/~a> U,sCA) = [c~a)(A), U,sCA)], 

a ",~a> VP(A) = [B~a)(A), ViA)], ay~a> VP(A) = [c~a)(A), ViA)], 

{
a",;t>B;:)(A) - a"'!f>B;t)(A)+ [B;:)(A), B;t)(A)].=O, 

al/;t>c;:)(A) - al/!f>c;t)(A) + [C;:)(A), C;t)(A)] =0, 

al/;t>Bi::)(A) - a ",!f>C;t)(A) + [B;:)(A), C;t)(A)] =0, 

for a, f3 = 1, ... , rand m, n = 1, 2, .. '. 

(3.3.4) serves as the Lax representation, while (3.3.5) as the zero curvature 

representation. 
Furthermore if we expand Ua(A) and Va(A) in the form 

(3.3.6) 

then we have 
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(3.3.7) 

(3.3.8) 
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n-l 

C (a)(A)= '\' C ·A j - n 
n L.J a,J , 

j~O 

{
Ua(A)UP)= oapUiA), tr~l UiA) = In 

(3.3.9) 

Va(A) ViA) = oapVP), z::; Va(A) = In a, ~= 1, .. " r. 
«=1 

(ii) (3.2.2) reduces to the linear system 

(3.3.10) ax~a4)=B~a)(A)([J, ay~a)([J=na)(A)([J for ([J=([J(=), ([J(0l, 

which serves as a linearization of (3.3.4) and (3.3.5). 

(iii) .t ax~a)UiA)=O, .t ay~a)Up(A)=O 
«=1 a=1 

for a, ~= 1, .. " r, n= 1,2, .. '. Also the same equalities hold for Vfi(A), 
B;,f)(A), C;:)(A). 

This theorem is an immediate consequence of the contents of Section 

3.1 and Section 3.2, Proposition 3.7 and the fact that (3.3.2) preserves 

sums, product and commutators. Hence we omit the proof. 

Remark 3.9. We can develope, for the system of the Zakharov

Mikhailov type indicated above, similar arguments as we did in Section 
3.1 and Section 3.2 for the r component Toda lattice hierarchy. For 

example; (3.3.4) and (3.3.5) are equivalent to each other under (3.3.6), 
(3.3.7) and (3.3.9); if (3.3.4) and (3.3.5) are satisfied, we can construct the 
solutions ([J(=) and ([J(O) to (3.3.10); etc. We omit the detail. 

The system obtained in Theorem 3.8 can be regarded as a generaliza

tion of the so called AKNS systems [1]. In the rest of this section we 
shall investigate its structure a little bit further. 

At first let us consider the case r = 2. This is nothing but the AKNS 

case: 

As we know (cf. Theorem 3.8, (iii», the matrices U.(A), Va(A), B~a)(A) 
and c~a)(.i/.) depend only on the differences X(1)_X(2) and y(1)_y(2). Hence 

we restrict the independent variables to the sector 

(3.3.11) 

and set 

(3.3.12) 

X(l) = -X(2)(=X), y(l)= _y(2)(=y), 

{
Bn(.i/.) = B~l)(.i/.) - B~2)(.i/.), Cn(.i/.) = C~l)(.i/.) - n 2)(.i/.), 

U(.i/.) = Ul.i/.)- Ul.i/.), V(.i/.) = Vl(.i/.)- V2(.i/.). 
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Then (3.3.4) and (3.3.5) reduce to 

(3.3.13) 

(3.3.14) 

{
ax" U(A) = [Bn(l), U(l)], 

ax"V(l)=[Bn(l), V(A)] , 

ay" U(l) = [Cn(l), U(l)] , 

ay"v(A)=[CnCl), V(A)], 

{

ax"Bm(l) -a xmB,,(l) + [Bm(l), Bn(l)] = 0, 

ay" Cm(l) -aYm Cn(l) + [Cm(l), Cn(l)] = 0, 

ay"Bm(A) - a Xm Cn(l) + [Bm(l), Cn(l)] = 0, 
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for m, n= 1,2, . . .. Furthermore if we express U(l) and V(A) in the 

form 

00 00 

U(l) = L: bjl- j, V(A)=L: cjlj, 
j=O j=O 

then 

(3.3.15) 
j
bO=J= [1 -1]' co=waolHvaOl-t, 

n n-l 

Bn(A)=~objln-J, Cn(l)=~ocjlj-n for n=I,2, ... , 

trace bj=O, trace cj=O for j=O, 1, .... 

(3.3.14) is nothing but the AKNS hierarchy [1]. (3.3.13) serves as its 

Lax representation in terms of the formal power series U(A) and V(A) 

which are connected with Bn(l) and Cn(A) by (3.3.15). The last state

ments in (3.3.15) follows from 

U(l) = W(OOl(l)JW(oo)(A)-t, V(l) = W(Ol(l)JW(Ol(l)-I. 

The following result, essentially stated in [1], is then recovered in our 

formulation. The proof given here is due to M. Sato: 

Theorem 3.10. For any j (> 1) bj are differential polynomials of b l 

with respect to XI, and cj differential polynomials of Co with respect to YI. 

In particular (3.3.14) are regarded as non linear differential equations for 

the unknown functions b l and co. 

Proof We shall prove the statement only for b j • c j can be treated 

just in the same way. 
At first, from U(1)2= 12, we have 
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On the other hand, from oxP(.1)-[B1(.1), U(.1)] =0 in (3.3.14), 

obj _1/ox1-[bo, bj]-[b1, bj _1]=0 for j>O. 

Hence we have 

(3.3.16) 

Since bo ( = J) is invertible, b j are recursively determined by (3.3.10) as 
differential polynomial of b1 with respect to Xl' This proves Theorem 
3.10. 

Now let us consider the general case (r > 2): (3.3.9) implies 

(3.3.17) {t ba,~bp,j-k=Oapbfi,j, t ca,~Cp,j_~=oapCfi,j, 
k~O k~O 

r r 

2:: ba,j = OJ,O' 2:: Ca,j = OJ,O' 
a=l a=l 

while the equations oxcfi,Uja)(A)-[Uifi)(.1), Uja)(.1)]=O and Vyifi,[Vj·)(.1)-
1 

[Vifi)(.1), Vja) (A)] =0 yield 

(3.3.18) {
Oba,j_1/0Xifi)_[bp,0, baJ-[bp,h ba,j_1]=0, 

oCa,j-doyiP)-[cp,o, Ca,j]=O. 

Hence ba,j and Ca,j U> 1) are recursively determined by (3.3.17) and 
(3.3.18), and the components of ba,j and Ca,j are differential polynomials 
(with respect to Xii), .. " xir), yF), .. " yir») of the components of b p, 1 and 

cp,o, (3= 1, .. " r. This is a generalization of Theorem 3.10 to the general 
case (r>2). 

Theorem 3.8, (iii), implies that the evolution is trivial in a direction. 
In the case r =2, we have extracted the essential evolution by introducing 
new independent and dependent variables as indicated in (3.3.11) and 
(3.3.12). 

In the general case let us consider an example of the choise of new 
variables: 

Let t(a) = (tia>, tia), ... ) and l(a) = (lia>, lia>, ... ), a=l, "', r, be the 

reduced independent variables, and take the sector of the independent 
variables 

x(a)=_t(a-1)+t(a) (a=2 ... r-1) X(l)=t(l) x(r)=_t(r-1) 
(3.3.19) , " , , 

y(a) = _1(a-1)+1(a) (a=2, "', r-1), y(I)=l(I), y(r) = _l(r-I). 

Let us introduce the following dependent variables, 
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a=I," ·,r. 

Notice that Ba,n().) and Ca,n(A) are trace free. 

(3.3.21) 

The zero-curvature representation (3.3.5) reduces to 

(3.3.22) 
{

at'r!)Ba,m(A)-atl:)Bp,n(A)+ [Ba,m(A), Bp,n(A)] =0, 

al:!'ca, meA) - all:)c p, n().) + [Ca, m().), Cp, nO)] = 0, 

az:!,Ba,mO)-atl:)Cp,nO)+[Ba,m(A), Cp,n().)]=O, 

a, fi= 1, .. " r-l, m, n= 1,2, .. '. 

4. Examples of Exact Solutions 
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4.1. Applications of an infinite dimensional analogue of the Riemann

Hilbert problem 

As is well known, the Riemann-Hilbert problem plays an important 

role to analyse the two-dimensional (or subholonomic) soliton equations. 

By means of this problem, the exact solutions of many classes have been 

constructed, and the infinitesimal transformation groups acting on the 
solution spaces have been discovered [18, 38, 39, 41]. 

We will briefly explain how to apply the problem to the soliton 

equations. For example, let us consider the SU(n) chiral field [38, 40], 

a.(g-Ia~g)+aig-Ia.g)=o, 

where g=g(~, 7)) E SU(n), and ~, 7) are the light cone coordinates. Let 

QO)=~d~-~d 
I-A I+A 7) 

be a one-form with ~u(n)-coefficients A, B. Then the equation is represen
ted as the O-curvature condition, dQ=Q2. Hence the linear problem, 

dY(A) = Q(A) YeA), 

has a fundamental solution matrix yeA) = Y(x, Y; A), such that 

det Y(A) = 1, YO)tYO) = 1, Y(O) = 1. 

Here ~ is the complex conjugate variable of A. and t indicates the hermi-
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tian conjugate matrix. Let C be a circle with the centre at A = 0, and 
C+(C_) be the inside (outside) of C. We assume that Y(.A.) is holomorphic 

in C U C+. Let U(A) be an n Xn matrix-valued function, which is inde

pendent of .;, 1), analytic on C, such that uCA)tu(.A.) = I, det U(A) = 1. Then, 

setting 

H(A) = Y(A)U(.A.)Y(.A.)-l, 

we consider the Riemann-Hilbert problem to find matrices V(~)(A) such 

that 

(4.1.1) 

Here we assume V(~)(A) to be holomorphic in A and invertible on C U C+ 

(resp. C U C_), and satisfy the normalization condition V(O) (0) = 1. For 

the solution to the problem, we define yeA) and Q(.A.) as follows; 

Y(.A.)= V(O)(A)Y(.A.) in C+, = V(OO)(A)Y(A)U(A)-l in C_, 

- ,11' AB 
Q(A)=--d';---d1), where 

I-A 1+,1 

A=A+a<V(O)(O), B=B-a~V(O)(O). 

The dot denotes the differentiation with respect to A. Then we find; 

(1) A, Bare 0u(n)-matrices. 
(2) Y(.A.) is a fundamental solution matrix of the equation d Y = Q Y, 

and satisfies the same condition that yeA) does. 
These facts imply that Q(.A.) provides a new solution to the SU(n) 

chiral field. In other words, the Riemann-Hilbert problem induces a 

transformation on the solution space. 
As far as the authors know, there has not been any systematic ap

proach to the construction of the exact solutions of the three dimensional 

(or, sub-subholonomic) soliton equations such as the KP equation in the 

framework of the Riemann-Hilbert problem. 
The Riemann-Hilbert problem may be thought of to correspond to 

the Bruhat decomposition of Euclidean Lie groups. So generalizing the 
Bruhat decomposition to the category of GL( 00), we wish to construct 

the exact solutions, namely, the rational or soliton solutions to the KP or 
the TL hierarchy, etc. 

To state our viewpoint more clearly, rewrite the bilinear relation 
(1.2.8) in a little formal fashion as follows; 

W(OO)(x, y)-l. W(O)(x, y)= W(oo)(x', y')-l W(O)(x', y'). 
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This equation must hold for any x, x' and y, y', so that the both sides do 
not depend on these variables. Thus there exists a constant matrix A e 
GL(oo) such that 

W(O,(x, y)= W(O,(x, y)A. 

This may be interpreted as the Bruhat decomposition of 

H(x, y)= exp (~(x, A)+~(y, A-I»A exp (~( -x, A)+~( -y, A-I», 

or an analogue of the Riemann-Hilbert problem. Of course, such a de
composition may be meaningless in a general case. However we adopt it 
as a fundamental setup. In other words, our strategy is to consider the 
decomposition 

(4.1.2) V(O,(x, y)= V(~'(x, y)H(x, y). 

Further we assume that V(~)(x, y) satisfy the following condition: 

(4.1.3) {
V(O,(X, Y) is a~ upper triangular, invertible 

matrix, and V(<X>'(x, y) is a lower triangular 

matrix with unit diagonal entries. 

We will call (4.1.2) (with (4.1.3» the RH decomposition. It should be 

noticed that the wave matrices are recovered as 

(4.1.4) W(~)(x, y)= V(~)(x, y) exp (~(x, A)+~(y, A-I», 

(as for V(~)(x, y), see Section 1.3 (1.3.30)-(1.3.33». 

As was remarked above, the RH decomposition may fail to make a 
sense in a general situation. But, specifying the matrix A in various ways, 
we will actually carry out this decomposition. 

The following theorem describes how the matrix A characterizes the 
wave matrices (4.1.4). 

Theorem 4.1. Suppose that the RH decomposition (4.1.2) with (4.1.3) 

is achieved; 

(1) Then the decomposition is unique. 

(2) If [A, AL]=O, the resulting wave matrices solve the (TL)L hierar

chy. 

(3) If [A, A+A-I]=O, the resulting wave matrices solve the one

dimensional TL hierarchy. 
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A (0) 
(4) If A e 0(00), then W 00 (x, y) !",.=v.=o e 0(00). 

(W(OO)(x, y)= V(OO)(x, y) exp ~(y, A-I), W(O)(x, y)= V (0) (x, y) exp ~(x, A).) 

Therefore the resulting hierarchy is of the B-type. 

(5) If A e Sp( 00), then W(~)(x, y) !x.=v.=o e Sp( 00). 

Therefore the resulting hierarchy is of the C-type. 

Proof. (1) Let Vr~)(i= 1,2) be two pairs of matrices to achieve 

the same decomposition. Then one sees that 

The right-hand side is a upper triangular matrix, while the left-hand side 

is a lower triangular matrix with unit diagonal entries. Hence the both 

sides must be the unit matrix, so that VI (~) = V2 (~). 

(2) By the assumption, A-1V(~) Al also give the RH decomposition. 

The uniqueness of the decomposition yields A-1V(~) Al= V(~), so that 

[W(~), Al]=O. Hence we have the desirous result (see Proposition 1.13). 
(3) Let L = W(OO) A W(oo) - \ M = W(O) A -I W(O)-1. It is easy to see that 

the assumption implies L+L-I=M+M-1• Thus the resulting hierarchy 
falls into the one-dimensional sector (see (1.4.13». 

(4) First we observe that, if the RH d~composition is achieved by 

V(~)(x, y), then the decomposition problem 

(4.1.5) X(O)(x, ji) = X(OO)(x, ji)H(x, y) J",.=v.=o 

(x = (x" xa, ••• ), and X(~) are assumed to be matrices of such form as 

(4.1.3» has a unique pair of solutions, V(~)(x, y)!"'.=Ve=O' From the as

sumption of (4), it follows that H(x, y) !x.=v.=o e 0(00), i.e. 

J-I(lH(x, y) l"'e=v.=O)J=H(x, y)-II",.=v.=o. 

The uniqueness of the decomposition yields 

J( tVA(~)( )-11 )J-1 VA(~)( )1 x, y x.=v.=o = x, y x.=v.=O, 

from which one obtains the desirous result. 
(5) The proof goes in the same manner as above. Q.E.D. 

Let y=O in the RH decomposition. Then the resulting wave ma-
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trices correspond to the KP hierarchy (see § 1.2). Furthermore, if 

A E 0(00) (resp. A E Sp( 00 )), they correspond to the BKP (resp. CKP) 

hierarchy because of the above theorem (4) (resp. (5)) and the remark in 
Section 2.3. 

Motivated by this observation, we will construct polynomialr: functions 

of the KP, BKP, CKP hierarchies. Before proceeding to the construction, 

we state two lemmata, which are well-known, however fundamental in 
the following discussion. The first of them is concerned with linear 

algebra. 

Lemma 4.2. (1) Let 'ai = (ail' ai2, ... ), tbi = (bil, bi2 , ... ) E eN 
(i=l, ... , r) (N denotes the totality of natural numbers), and assume 'bia, 

converges for any i, j. Set 

.1 = det (Oi) + 'biaj)1;?;i,j;?;" 

and assume .1*0. Then the NXN matrix (1+ L:r~l ai 'bi) has the inver

tible matrix; 

(4.1.6) 

where Xij is given by 

(4.1.7) 

(2) Then the following expansion formula holds: 

(4.1.8) .1=£ L: L: sgn(~1,'''' ~z)('bitah)" ·Cbiajz)' 
z~o i,< ... <i, jr, ... ,jz JI' ... ,)z 

( i ... i) (il ... iz) . . Here sgn.1o , .z =0 unless .' '. lS a permutatzon. 
11, ... ,)Z JI> ••. ,Jz 

Proof The formula (4.1.6), (4.1.7) is easily verified by considering 

the Neumann expansion of (1+ L:r~l ai 'b i )-1. We omit the details. 
Q.E.D. 

Remark. Let X = (Xi,) be a matrix of infinite size. Suppose that 

!xij l~aibjM, and K='Zaib j < + 00. Then 

det (1 + X) = 1 +_1_ L: Xii + _1_ L: det (Xii Xi}) 
I! i 2! i,j Xji Xjj 
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is well-defined, and is absolutely convergent (See [33]). Note that 

in this sense. 

Lemma 4.3 [33, 34]. Let xix) be the Schur function corresponding to 

the Young tableau Y, and let y* be the conjugate tableau of Y, which is 

defined by converting Y with respect to the diagonal line. Then we have 

In particular 

(4.1.9) 

where Xmn(x)=( _)m 2:v;o,oPv-m( -x)Pn_.(x) (m<O<n) is the Schur func
tion for the hook 

Remark. If we further set 

Xmm(X) = 1 for any m, 

Xnm(x)=O for n::2::0, m<O or, n, m>O, n=/=m, or n, m>O, n=/=m, 

(4.1.9) persists for any integers n, m. 

Let us consider the following RH decomposition: 

(4.1.11) V (0) (x) = V("»(x)H(x), 

where 

H(x) = exp ~(x, A)( 1+ t; a,Em1n,) exp ~(-x, A) 

. (a, is a scalor constant), and V(~)(x) are subject to the condition (4.1.3), 

i.e., (V(O)(x»_=O, V<"»=I+Z, Z=(z,j)j,jEZ with Zjj=O for i<j. This 
decomposition is carried out as follows: Taking the (-) part of (4.1.10), 
we get 
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[ Z {I + ti ai exp ';(x, A)Em,n, exp .;( - x, A)}] _ 

r 

= - ~ a,[exp ';(x, A)Em,n, exp';( -x, A)]_. 
i=l 

p(m, s)=p(m; s; x) = (Pm-k(X»k<S = l ~ J 
Pm-s+lx) 

Pm-s+tCx) 
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tp*(n; s)= tp*(n; s; x)= t(Pk_n( -X»k<S=(· .. PS-2-nC -x), PS-I-n( -x», 

tz(s) = t(ZS,k)k<S= ( .. ·Z.,8-2, Z.,S-I), 

where we set p/x)=O for j <0. Then the above equation reads 

(4.1.12) tz(s){I + ti a,p(m,; s) tp*(ni ; s)} = - ti aiPmi-lx) tp*(n,; s). 

Let us apply Lemma 4.2 (I) to this equation. Set 

(4.1.13) 
r 

= 1 + ~ a,x,is )p(m,: s) tp*(nj; s). 
i,j=l 

By (4.1.7) together with Cramer's formula, X,j(s) is given by 

x,/s) = _«S)-l 

(4.1.14) 

where 

(4.1.15) 

Xdet 

1 + al tp*(nl; s )p(ml; s) ...... ar tp*(nl; s )p(mr; s) . . 

o 1 o +-(j) 
. . 

a1 tp*(nr·; s)p(ml; s) . ·l·· I+ar tP*(~r; s)p(mr; s) 
(i) 

«s) = «s; x) = det (o,j+aj tp*(n,; s)p(mj; S»I;;;i,j;;;r 

=det (0'1+( - y-m j -IajX._ m;-I,8_n,_I( -X»I;;;',1;;;r 

(by (4.1.10» 

= det (o'j +( - )ni-mfajXn,_s,mr.(X»l;;;"j;;;r 

(by (4.1.9» 
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(In the last equation above we should set Xmm(X) = 1 form< -1, Xmm(x) 

=0 for m>O.) We observe that if a j are very small, then -res; x):;t:O for 

Ixl~l, so that the linear problem can be solved simulataneously for all s. 

Set 

(4.1.16) w<=)(s; x; )1)= 1 + L; ZS,S_j)1-j. 
j~l 

w<=)(s; X; )1) = tv(=)(s; X; A)A' exp ~(x, A) becomes the wave function for the 

KP hierarchy. Furthermore we obtain the following. 

Proposition 4.4. Let -r (s; x) and w<=)(s; x; A) be as in (4.1.15),(4.1.16), 

respectively. Then we have 

(4.1.17) 

where e(A)=()1, tA2, -tA3, ••• ). Hence -res; x) (4.1.15) is a -r function of the 

KP hierarchy. 

For the proof, the following lemma is needed. 

Lemma 4.4. We have 

= 
(4.1.19) pl-X+e(A- 1»= L; Pj-k( -X)A- k, 

k~O 

tp*(n; s; X-e(A-I»p(m; s; X-e(A-I» 
(4.1.20) 

= tp*(n; S; x)p(m; S; X)-A-Ipm-.(X)Ps-I-n( -X+e(A- I». 

Proof. (4.1.18), (4.1.19) follow from 

respectively. (4.1.20) is deduced from the former equalities. Q.E.D. 

Proof of Proposition 4.4. From (4.1.12), (4.1.13), one sees that 

tz(s) = - t1 atPmi-S(X) tp*(nt; S){I + j~l ajXjk(S)p(mj ; S)p*(nk; S)} 

= - i~l ajpmrs(X){OJi+ tl aj tp*(nj ; S)p(mk; S)Xki(S)} tp*(n,; S). 

Since the definition of xj;{s) reads as 
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r 

Oji+ L: aj p*(nj; s)p(mk; S)XktCS) = -xj;(s), 
k~l 

one finds 

r 

tZ(s)= L: ajPm·-lx)xjtCs) 'p*(ni ; s). 
i,j=l J 

Hence, by the definitions (4.1.14), (4.1.16) together with the above results, 
one sees that 

w(OO)(s; X; A) 

(4.1.21) 

=!'(S)-I{ !'(s)-i:tl A-IajPm;-lx)xjtCS)Ps-I-n,( -X+S(A- I»} 

=!,(S)-I{!,(S)-ti A-I 

l+a l 'p*(n l ;s)p(ml;s)····· ar'p*(nl;s)p(mr;s) . . 
. . 

Xdet aIPml-s(X) ............ arPmr-s(x) +--(i) 

altp*(nr;s)p(ml;s) ..... l+ar 'p*(nr;s)p(mr;s) 

XPs-I-n.( -X+S(A- I»}. 

On the other hand, applying (4.1.20) to (4.1.15), one easily finds 

(4.1.22) 
!'(s; x-s(A-I»=det(oij+a; tp*(ni ; s)p(mj; s) 

-A-Ipmrs(X)Ps-I-n,( -X+S(A-I»). 

Compairing (4.1.21) and (4.1.22), one concludes (4.1.17) Q.E.D. 

Corollary 4.6 [20, 33, 34]. Let n l < ... < nr < ° ::;:; mr < ... < ml _ 

Then 

!'(X) = det (Xnimj(X»I~i.j~r 

is a !' function of the KP hierarchy. This is the Schur function for the 

Young tableau, 
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Proof Since the 'Z" function has constant multiple arbitrariness, 

is also the 'Z" function of the KP hierarchy. Letting aj~oo, we obtain the 
corollary. Q.E.D. 

Next we consider the BKP, CKP hierarchy. Recall that the gener

ators of oC (0), ~jJ( (0) are given respectively by (§ 2.1) 

ZB,mn=( - tEm,-n-( - )mEn,_m, 

Zc,mn =( - )nEm,n_l-( - )m+1En,_m_l' 

If we assume m +n:;i: 0, m, n:;i:O (resp. m+n:;i:O), exp (aZB,mn) = 1 +aZB,mn 

E 0(00) (resp. exp (aZc,mn) = 1 + aZc, mn E Sp(oo». Then applying The
orem 4.1 (4), (5) and Proposition 4.4 to this case, we obtain examples of 
the 'Z" function of the BKP, CKP hierarchies; 

(4.1.23) 

To construct an N-soliton solution of the TL hierarchy, let us con

sider the following RH decomposition; 

(4.1.24) 

(4.1.25) 

Y(O)(x, y)= Y(OO)(x, y)H(x, y), 

H(x, y)= exp (~(x, A)+~(y, A-l»(1 + tl X pjqj) 

Xexp (~(-x, A)+~( -y, A-l», 

Y(!)(x, y) should satisfy the condition (4.1.3), that is, 

Y(O)=(vm (vi~)=O for i> j), Y(OO) =1 +Z, 

Z=(Zij) (Zij=O for i<j). 

Define 
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e(p; s)=e(p; s; x, y)=(pke~(P»)k<" 

te*(q; s)=te*(q; s; x, y)=t(q-ke-~(q»)k<" 
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where 7J(p)=~(x,p)+~(y,rl). Set tz(s) = (ZS,k)k<.. By the same argu
ment as the preceding one, it turns out that (4.1.24) reduces to 

which further leads to 

(4.1.26) 

where Xj,(s) is defined by 

Xjt(s) = -(r'(s))-I 

(4.1.27) 
l+al te*(ql; s)e(pI; s) ...... aN te*(ql; s)e(PN; s) 

Xdet o 1 o +-0) 

and 

We will show below that the 't' functions (4.1.28) are expressed as 
(4.1.35). From the assumption on aJ andpj; qt' it follows that Cij<O for 
i<j, and at(s)<O. Hence the 't' functions are positive for real x, y, so 
that the above linear equations can be solved simultaneously for real x, y. 
(Of course, the 't' functions (4.1.35) themselves is well-defined for mutually 

distinct PJ' qJ). 
The following equalities will be useful later. 

(4.1.29) 

(4.1.30) 

te*(q; s)e(p; s)= 1 q/p/ (p/q)'e~(P)-~(q), 
-qp 

te*(q; s; x-e('<~I), y)e(p; s; x-e(.<-I), y) 

=te*(q; s)e(p; s)- 1 :1.:/.< (plq)'e~(P)-v(q), 
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(4.1.31) 
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te*(q; s; x, y-s(A))e(p; s; x, Y-S(A)) 

1 
=te*(q; s)e(p; s)+ 1-Ajq (p/q)'e~(P)-~(q). 

~ 

V"(o)(s· x Y· A)- '\' v"(O) ,j , , , - L.J 8,8+j"'· 
}=o 

Then we get the following proposition. 

Proposition 4.7. We have 

(4.1.32) "(~)( . . ')_ !"'(s; X-S(A-I), y) v s, x, y, A - , 

!"'(s; x, y) 

(4.1.33) "(0)( • • ') _ !"'(s+ 1; x, Y-S(A)) v s, X,y, A - , 

!"'(s; x, y) 

which means, by the remarks in Section 1.3 «1.3.32)-(1.3.35)) 'together 

with (4.1.4), that 

(4.1.34) !"(s; x, y)=!"'(s; x, y) exp ( - tl nXnYn) 

is a !" function for the TL hierarchy. Furthermore it is expressed as 

(4.1.35) 

where 

N 

!"'(s; x, Y)=:6 :6 Ci1 ••• i ,ai ls) . . . ai/s) 
1=0 i,< .. ·<i, 

(Pi-Pj)(qi-qj) 

(Pi-qj)(qi-Pj) 

Proof From the definition of iJ(~)(s; x, Y; A) and (4.1.26), (4.1.28), 

it follows that 
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1 +aj te*(qj; s)e(pj; s) ...... aN te*(qj; s)e(PN; s) 1 
-t; dct a,(pJ q ,), e' !"H,"" ......... a alp HI q ')'e;~NH(",) 

aj te*(qN; s)e(PI; s) ....... ·1 +aN te*(qN; s)e(PN; s) 

On the other hand, applying (4.1.30) to (4.1.28), one finds 

-r'(s; x-s(J.- I), y)= det (a jj +aj te*(ql; s)e(pj; s) 

(4.1.36) 

Compairing these identities leads us to (4.1.32). 

X qJJ. } 
I-qi/J. • 

Next we wish to prove (4.1.33). For the purpose, we prepare the 
following notation: Let M be a matrix. By M(k>, we mean a matrix 
obtained from M by setting the (k,j), U, k) U=I=k) entries to be 0, and 
leaving the other entries. 

By the way, it is easy to see 

i)(O)(s; x, y; J.) 

(4.1.37) N 1 
= 1 + ~ ak(pk/qk)'e~(Pk) -~(qk)i)(OO)(s; x, y; Pic) 1 AI 

k~l - qk 

Using the notation prepared above, one finds i)(ool(s; x, y; Pk) to be given by 

DH(S; x, y; Pk) 

=-r'(S)-1 det (ajj+aj I-pj/Pk qi/Pj (Pj/qi)' e~(PJ)-~(q;»)(k). 
I-qj/Pk l-qi/pj 

(4.1.38) 

On the other hand, applying (4.1.31) one sees that 

N 

-r'(s+ 1; x, y-s(A»=-r'(s) + ~ det 

X 

k~l 

k 

~ 

l+al te*(qls)e(Pls) ... ql/Pk qlSe~(q,) ... aNte*(qNs)e(PNs) 
I-ql/Pk 

alpfe~(Pl) ., . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . .. aNP"tve~(PN) 
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Xa 1 (p /q )Se~(Pk)-~(qk). 
k 1-J./qk k k 

(4.1.39) 

In the above determinants, let us perform the following fundamental 
operations: Multiply the k-th line by «qi/p.)/(l-qdpk))q;:se-~(qi) and 

subtract it from the i-th (i =!=k) line so that the (k, i) entries becomes O. 
After these operations, further perform fundamental operations to let the 
(i, k) entries (i =!=k) be O. Substitute (4.1.38) into (4.1.37), and compare 
(4.1.37) with (4.1.39). Noting that (l-p/J.)/(l-q/J.)'(q/p)/(l-q/p)= 

(q/p)/(l-q/p)-(q/J.)/(l-q/J.), we conclude (4.1.33). 
The expansion formula (4.1.35) is easily verified by applying Lemma 

4.2 (2) to (4.1.27). Q.E.D. 

The 1: function (4.1.35) coincides with the N-soliton 1: function 
discussed in [19]. We denote the 1: function (4.1.34) by 

(4.1.40) 

Next we consider a N-soliton solutions of the (TL)! hierarchy, the 
one-dimensional TL hierarchy, and so on. 

The (TL)! hierarchy: In (4.1.35), we set [21,25] 

(4.1.41) 

It is evident that the resulting 1: functions 1:'(s; X, y) satisfy 

ax;1:'(s)=ay;1:'(s)=O for j=.O mod I, 1:'(s+I)=1:'(s). 

Hence they belong to the I-periodic hierarchy. We remark that if we 
set qj=wPj in (4.1.24), then the infinite series te*(qj; s)e(pj; s) diverges. 
Namely the RH decomposition cannot be directly solved under this con
straint. 

The one-dimensional TL hierarchy. In the RH decomposition 
(4.1.24), we impose the following constraint compatible with the assump

tion onPJ' qj (see (4.1.24)); 

(4.1.42) 

After a little computation, we find [Xpp-', A+A-']=O. Thus Theorem 
4.1 (3) assures that the resulting wave matrices fall into the one-dimen
sional sector. The 1: function (4.1.35) takes the form 
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The BTL, CTL hierarchies: Define 

-r (s· x y)=-r(s. al 
B , , 'Ph -ql 

(4.1.45) 
( q -la 

-r (s· x y)='Z' s· - 1 . 1 
o , , 'Ph -ql 

Then we have 

Proposition 4.8. The -r functions -ris; x, y), 'Z'o(s; x, y) have the sym

metries, 

(4.1.46) 

(4.1.47) 

-rB( -s; x, y)='Z'is+ 1; leX), ley)), 

'Z'o(-s; x, y)=-ro(s; leX), ley)). 

Proof Note that there are more general symmetries, 

(4.1.48) 

(4.1.49) 

(4.1.50) 

( -a ... -a ) ='Z' -s+l; 1 N; -x, _y . 
qlPI ... qNPN 

It is an easy task to verify these symmetries. Applying these to our case, 
we see that 

-ris+ 1; leX), ley)) 

= 'Z'(s+ I; Ph ~ql ql-:~~l:::; leX), ley))) 
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-a l ••• ) ; -x,-y 
-ql,PI ... 

(by (4.1.48)) 

=1: -s; I ( -a 

ql' -PI 
(by (4.1.50» 

= 1:sC -s; x, y). 

Likewise we can show the symmetry of the C-type (4.1.47). Q.E.D. 

The 1: function (4.1.45) are N-soliton 1: functions of the BTL, CTL 
hierarchies [23, 26]. These 1: functions may be thought of to come from 

the following RH decomposition (however, it is impossible to achieve it in 

a rigorous sense): 

We set 

=Xp,_q-Xq,_p E 0«00), 

XC,pq= L: {(- )nEm,_n_I}-( - )m+IEn,_m_l}pmq-n 
m,nEZ 

We apply the RH decomposition to the matrices 

HsCx, y)=exp (';(x, A)+';(y, A-I»(I+ tl ajxB,pm) 

X exp (.;( -x, A)+';(-y, A-I»), 

HcCx, y)=exp (';(x, A)+';(y, A-I»)(I +.%;. ajxc,pm) 

Xexp (.;( -x, A)+';( -y, A-I». 

Then Proposition 4.7 suggests that the resulting 1: functions should be 
given by (4.1.45). 

At the end of this section, we give some remarks. 

Remark 1. Though we have not considered here, it is possible to 

generalize the RH decomposition to the multi-components. In the /
reduced KP or TL hierarchy, the RH decomposition reduces to the ordinary 

Riemann-Hilbert problem. These topics will be investigated in detail in 

a future paper. 

Remark 2. Taking into account the remark after Lemma 4.2, the 1: 

functions in Propositions 4.4, 4.7 take the form 
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z{s)=det (A; exp ~(x, A)A exp ~(-x, A)As) 

where A is the matrix that appeared in (4.1.11) or (4.1.24). The rect

angular matrices A;, As are defined by 

In fact, it is known [33, 34, 22] that the 1: functions of the KP hierarchy 

are expressed in the above form (see also the Appendix I in this paper). 

Remark 3. Let X(p, q) be the vertex operator [22] 

By a simple calculation we see 

where bl=«qz/Pl)/(l-qz/Pl))al. Expanding X(p, q) into a formal Laurent 

series in p, q, 

(4.1.51) 

then we see that the coefficients Zij satisfy the same commutation relations 

that the matrix units Eij do [22]. Hence Xpq (4.1.25) can be identified 
with (4.1.51). 

4.2. Special solutions of the Wronskian type 

In this section we shall show a direct method for the construction of 

special solutions of the Wronskian type, which is a modification of the 

construction in [33] of rational solutions to the KP equation (see Appendix 
1) and in a special case coincides with Date's method [6] for the soliton 

solutions. 
In the following we shall mainly consider the one component case. 
Consider the following functions 

(4.2.1) 

Pi(X) and Pi(Y) are polynomials, while Pi(X, y) is an infinite series of x and 
y with the generating function 

(4.2.2) 
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As the data for the solution we give constant vectors jj=(/t,J),ez, 

j = 1, .. " N, of infinite size, and set 

(4.2.3) jj(s; x, y)= L: P,_.(x, y)/t.J' 
'ez 

Furthermore we assume the following condition 

(4.2.4) det [jj(s+i-l; x, y)1t,J=I .... ,N$O' s e Z. 

Then we can define the functions w1(s; x, y), .. " WN(S; x, y) such that 

N-l 

(4.2.5) !;(s+N;x,y)+ L: wN_,(s;x,y)jj(s+i;x,y)=O, j=I,·. ·,N. 
t=o 

Using Cramer's formula we have 

. (i=l, ... ,k) 
jj(s+l-l;x,y) j=l, ".,N 

(4.2.6) WN_k=-det jj(s+N;x,y) (j=I,·. ',N) 

. (i=k+2, "', N) 
jj(s+l-l;x,y) j=l, "',N 

/ det [jj(s+ i-I; X, y)]t,J=l ....• N 

for k=l, "', N. In particular 

(4.2.7) 
WN= -det [jj(s+i; x, y)]t,J=l ..... N 

fdet [jj(s+ i-I; x, y)]',J=l ..... N$O 

for any s e Z. 
Now we set 

(4.2.8) 

(4.2.9) 

N 

WN(x, y)= L; diag [wls; x, y)]AN-J, woes; x, y)= 1, 
j=O 

{
W(OO)(X, y)= WN(x, y)A-N exp [';(x, A)+';(y, A-l)], 

W(O)(x, y)= WAx, y) exp [';(x, A)+';(y, A-l)]. 

Then we have 

Theorem 4.8. W(oo) and W(O) solve the linear problem (1.2.8) for 

certain suitable matrices Bn and en, so that they solve the Toda lattice 

hierarchy. The corresponding" function ,,'(s; x, y) is given by 

(4.2.10) ,,'(s; x, y)=det [jj(s+i-l; x, y)1t,J=l .... ,N. 
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It is remarkable that the 1: function is obtained in the Wronskian form 
(cf. Lemma 4.11). Therefore we call the solution obtained above a 
special solution of the Wronskian type. 

Example 4.9. Suppose that};" takes the form 

(4.2.11) 

where kl and aI" ([=1, "', M,j=l, "', N) are constants. Then 

M 

(4.2.12) jj(s; x, y)= L; k~al,j exp [~(x, kl)+~(Y' kll)], 
1=1 

and we obtain a soliton-type solution. 

Furthermore if M =2N and 

k _ {ql (l <[<N), 

1- Pl-N (N+l<[<2N), 

then we recover the classical soliton solution of the Gram determinant type 

(up to simple exponential factors) 

Applying the expansion formula for det (l + X), remarked in the previous 

section, to the last determinant, we get 

N 

... '(s;x,y)= IT e~(qtlq~. IT (qi-qj) 

(4.2.13) 
i=1 i>i 

N I 

xL; L; Ci, '" ci,ai,(s)· .. ai,(s) exp L; (r;(Pip)-Tj(qi u))' 

1=0 i'<"'<i, 1'=1 

Here the notations are the same as in (4.1.35) and 

Thus we get the soliton solution (4.1.35) up to the trivial multiplier 
IT f.,l e~(qt)q~. IT i>, (qj - q,) which can be absorbed in the trivialarbitra-
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riness of wave matrices indicated in Theorem 1.2. 

Remark 4.10. In the expression of the solution there appeared 

infinite series of the form L:nEZ cnPn(x, y), where cn(n E z) are constants. 

Using the integral representation 

we can estimate 1 pix, y) I, where the integration contour is chosen to be 

in the convergence domain of the Laurent series ~(x, A)+~(Y, A-I). In 

this way we can easily prove, under the condition lim. sUPlnl_ oo 1 cnl l / n< 00, 

that the series L:nEZ cnPn(x, y) converges absolutely in the domain 

l
li~~~uP'lxnll'n'li~~uP'lcnll/n<I' 

1· 1 11/n l' 1 1-1/n< 1 1m. sup. Yn . 1m. sup. Cn , 
n_oo n __ oo 

lim. sup. 1 Xn 11/n . lim. sup. 1 y n 11/n < 1. 
n_oo 

Now we proceed to the proof of Theorem 4.8. 

We prepare two lemmas. 

Lemma 4.11. We have the following formulas. 

OXjPi(X, Y)=Pi_j(X, Y), oyJPlx, y)=pi+ix, Y), 

OXJk(S; x, y)= fk(s+j; x, y), OyJk(S; x, Y)=fk(s-j; x, y). 

This is an immediate consequence of(4.2.2) and (4.2.3). 

Lemma 4.12. For any matrix U= L:n;o diag [uj(s)]Aj there exist two 

matrices Q and R uniquely such that 

(4.2.14) {
U=QWN+R, 

Q= L: diag [q;(s)]AJ, 
j?;O 

Similarly, for any matrix U' = L:i;;;;o diag [u;(s)]Aj there exist two matrices 

Q' and R' uniquely such that 

(4.2.14), {
U'=Q'WNA- N +R', 

Q' = L: diag [q~(s)]Aj, R' = ± diag [r;(s)]Ai. 
j;;;;O j~l-N· 

Proof Equating the coefficient matrices of Ai in the equalities 
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we get a series of linear equations for qJ' rJ, q;, r;. Since Wo= 1 and WN 

is invertible (cf. (2.2.7» we can solve them recursively and uniquely. This 

proves Lemma 4.12. Q.E.D. 

Let us prove, by use of these lemmas, that there exist an upper 

triangular matrix Bn and a lower triangular one en of infinite size such 

that the following equations are satisfied for n= 1,2, .. '. 

(4.2.15) 

(4.2.16) 

Rewrite (4.2.5) in the form 

(4.2.17) 

where we set/lx, Y)=(h(i; x, Y»iEZ' Differentiating (4.2.17) with respect 
to Xn and using Lemma 4.11, we have 

On the other hand the former half of Lemma 4.12 implies that there exist 

certain matrices Bn and Rn of the form 

N-l 

Bn = L: diag [bn./s; x, y)]AJ, Rn = L: diag [rn.is; x, y)]AJ 
j~O !-o 

such that 

Hence 

Rnh(x, y)=o (j= 1, .. " N), 

or equivalently, 

(ro, .. " rN-J(h(S+i; x, y»i.J-l ..... N=O. 

In view of (4.2.4) we conclude Rn = 0, and hence (4.2.15). 

Similarly, from the equalities 

we can show (4.2.16), using the latter half of Lemma 4.12. 
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(4.2.15) and (4.2.16) implies that W(~) and W(O) defined by (4.2.9) 

solve the linear equations (1.2.8). Hence Bn and Cn solve the Toda lattice 
hierarchy (cf. (ii) of Theorem3.3). 

For the proof of (4.2.10) it suffices to prove the following. 

det [ft(s+i-I; x-e(.<-l), y)ki=l, ... ,N 

det [jj(s+i-I; x, Y)]t,J=l, ... ,N ' 

det [ft(s+i; x, y-e(A))]t,J=l, ... ,N 

det [ft(s+i-I; x, Y)]t,J=l, ... ,N 

If we notice the formula 

(4.2.19) {
jj(S; x-e(.<-l), y)= jj(s; x, y)_.<-ljj(S+ I; x, y), 

jj(s; x, y-e(.<))= jj(s; x, y)-.<jj(s-l; x, y), 

we can show (4.2.18) by a simple calculation of linear algebra, comparing 
(4.2.6) with the right hand side of (4.2.18). (4.2.19) is an immediate 
consequence of the formulas 

{
PlX-e(.<-l), y)=PJ(x, y)-.<-lPJ _l(X, y), 

plx, y-e(A))=PJ(x, y)-'<PJ+l(X, y), 

which are derived from (4.2.2) and the formula 

exp ~(-e('<), .<')= 1-'<'<'. 

Thus we have proved Theorem 4.8. 
Next, let us consider a condition for the I-periodicity, i.e. a condition 

under which we have 

(4.2.20) 

Theorem 4.13. Suppose that for the ZXN matrix /=(f't,j)tez, 
j=l, ... ,N 

there exists a constant N X N matrix C such that 

(4.2.21) A!/=/C. 

Then (4.2.20) holds. Moreover we have 

(4.2.22) {
[WN, A!]=O, 

a"" .. wN=O, alll"wN=O, n=I,2,···. 

Proof. Set lex, y)=(jj(i; x, y))tez, (2.2.21) implies 
i=l, ... ,N 
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A!f(x, y)=f(x, y)C, 

and in view of (4.2.17) it leads to 

WNA!f(x, y)=O. 

85 

Then we can show, as we derived (4.2.15), that there exists a matrix Q= 

I:~=o diag [qtCs; x, y)]AJ such that 

(4.2.23) 

Hence we have two expressions for Q in terms of L= W(~) AW(~) -I and 
M= W(O)A- 1W(O)-1, 

Q= W(~)A!W(~)-l=V, Q= W(O)A-!W(O)-l=M!, 

which immediately imply the following. 

(4.2.24) 

From (4.2.23), (4.2.24), (4.2.15) and (4.2.16) we have (4.2.21) and 
(4.2.22). This proves Theorem 4.13. 

At the end of this section we shall briefly comment on the multi
component case. Also in this case special solutions of the Wronskian 
type are constructed in the same way as we have just discussed. We shall 
show only the results: 

In the r component caseft,J and Wt are replaced by matrices of size 
r Xr, and we set 

(4.2.25) 

W t (i= 1, ... , N) are defined by (4.2.5) under the condition (4.2.4). 
Since Lemma 4.12 is also valid in the multi-component case under the 

condition that WN is invertible, we can derive 

(4.2.26) { a",,~a)WN+ WNAnEa=B~a)WN' 

ayj,a)WN+ WNA-nEa=C~a)WN' 

for the matrix WN= I:f=o diag [wj(s; x, y)] AN-J with wo= IT. Hence W(~) 
and W(~) defined by 

f W(~)= WN.A- N exp (tl ~(x(a), A)Ea+ tl ~(y(a), A-1)Ea), 

1 W(O) = WN exp (tl ~(x(a>, A)Ea+ tl ~(y(a), A-1)E,,), 
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solve the linearized equation of the r component theory. 
Similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 4.13 leads to a con

dition for the reduction to the system of the Zakharov-Mikhailov type: 
If there exists a constant matrix C of size Nr X Nr such that 

(4.2.27) A/=/C for /=(h,,j)iEZ, , 
j=l, ••. ,N 

then we have 

(4.2.28) 

Appendix. A Brief Summary of the KP Theory. 

In this appendix, for the reader's convenience, we shall briefly sum
marize the recent results [12], [20-25], [33], [34] in the study of the KP 

hierarchy. 

1.1. Microdifferential operators. 

Let (f) be a differential algebra with a derivation o. A microdifferential 
(or pseudodifferential) operator with coefficients in (f) is, by definition, a 
formal sum L.jEZ ajo j with aj E (f) and aj=O for any sufficiently large j 
(the integer m=max {j; aj*O} is called the order of L.jEZ ajoj), and the 
sum and the product of two microdifferential operators are defined by the 
following. 

(A. 1) 
{

L. ajoj+. L. bjo'=L. (a,+bj)oj, 
j j j 

L. ajo j· L. bjo' = L. CjO' where 
j j j 

Cj= L. (j )ak.oabL• 

k,LEZ,a01;O a 
k+L-a=j 

We denote by t! (resp. !!), t!(-I» the totality of microdifferential 

operators (resp. differential operators, microdifferential operators of order 
<0). Then!!} is a subalgebra of t!, and there is a direct sum decomposi
tion 

(A. 2) {
t!=p) g:; t!(-I), 

L. ajo' = L. ajo' + L. ajoj. 
JEZ j~O J<o 

We denote by ( )'" the projections to!!) and t!(-I); 
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CA. 3) 

The formal adjoint P* of a microdifferential operator P is defined by 

(A. 4) (~ajaj)*= ~ (-Waj, 
j j 

which induces an anti-isomorphism of <C. 

1.2. One component theory 

In this case t!J is a suitable differential algebra consisting of functions 
in the independent variables x = (XI' xz, ... ) with the derivation 

(A. 5) 

As the dependent variable we introduce a micro differential operator 
L of the form 

(A. 6) 

We set 

(A. 7) 

Then the one component hierarchy is defined by the system of the Lax

type equations 

(A. 8) 

where a/axn denotes the differentiation of the coefficients of L with respect 

to X n • 

(A. 8) is equivalent to the system of the Zakharov-Shabat type 

(A. 9) 

The equation aBz/ax.-aBs/ax.+[Bz, Bs]=O is nothing but the KP 
(Kadomtsev-Petviashvili) equation 

(A. 10) 

where U=U_ I and (x, y, t)=(XI' x z, xs). Thus (A. 8) and (A. 9) give a 

hierarchy for the KP equation. 
The linearization is achieved by the system 

(A. 11) LW=AW, 
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(A. 12) 

where w=w(x; it) is a formal Laurent series of it of the form 

(A. 13) {
W(X; it) = (to wix)it- j) exp ~(x, it), 

wix) E @, wo(x) = 1, ~(x, it) = tl xnitn, 

or equivalently, given by 

(A. 14) { ~(X; it) = ~(x; a) exp ~(x, it), 

W(x; a)= ~ wj(x)a- j E Iff. 
j~O 

Remark. Here we used the convention that the action of microdif

ferential operators on exp ';(x; it), or on a series of the form 

~ bjit j exp ';(x, it) (~ bjaj E Iff), 
j j 

is defined by the formulas 

(A. 15) {
(~ ajaj) exp ~(x, it) = ~ ajitj exp ~(x, it), 

j j 

(~ajaj)(~ bjitj exp ';(x, it» = ~ c)j exp ~(x, it), 
j j 

where cj is the element defined in (A. 1). Thus exp ~(x, it) generates a 

free Iff-module of rank one. 

We notice that in terms of W, (A. 11) and (A. 12) are rewritten in 

the form 

(A. 16) 

(A. 17) 

L=waw-l, 

aW/axn=BnW-Wan, n=I,2, .... 

The equivalence of three systems (A. 8), (A. 9) and (A. 11) + (A. 12) 

are established in the same way as we did in the case of the Toda lattice. 

We call a solution to (A. l1)+(A. 12) a wave function of the KPhierarchy. 

The wave function w(x; it) is characterized by the following bilinear 

equation 

(A. 18) f w(x; it)w*(x' ; it)dit=O for any x and x', 

where the integration contour is a small circle around it = 00, while 
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(A. 19) w*(x; l)=(W(x, a)*)-I exp ~(-x, l), 

and W* is the formal adjoint operator of W. (A. 18) is a generating 

functional expression of infinitely many equations with the indeterminate 
x-x'. 

The -r function -r (x) is consistently introduced by the formula 

(A. 20) w(x; l) 
-r(X-e(l-I» exp ~(x, l) 

-rex) 

Then the original hierarchy for the dependent variable L is transformed 

into the bilinear equation for the -r function of the form 

(A. 21) ~ p ( 2u)m (D- )e<U,Dx> -0 D- - (D DX2 Dxs ) L-J j - 'Yj+l x 'C""C-, X- Xl' --, --, ••• , 

j~O 2 3 

which is a generating functional expression, with the indeterminate u = 
(Ul> U2, ••• ), of infinitely many bilinear equations of the Hirota type. 

The first one is 

(A. 22) 

which is equivalent to (A. 10) with u=a2(log -r)/axi. 

Remark. The wave functions of the BKP and CKP hierarchies [23-

25] are characterized by the following bilinear equations 

(A. 23) f w(x, l)w(x', -l)lndl=ono for any x, x', 

(n=O for BKP, n= 1 for CKP), where the evolution is restricted to the 

odd sector {X2=X4=' .. =O}. 

Sato [34] discovered a remarkable fact that the structure of the -r 

functions is completely discribed in terms of the (infinite-dimensional) 

Grassmann manifold as follows: 

(A. 24) 
-r(x) = det (I/o exp (xIA+X2A2+ .. . )1) 

I: Xy(x)fy, 
Y: Young diagram 

where f and /0 are constant matrices of size ZXNc, f=(ftJ)iEZ ,fo= 
jENC 

(OiJ)iEZ , NC={ -1, -2, ... }. fy is the PHicker coordinate of the 
jENC 

"frame" f corresponding to the Young diagram Y. Xy(x) is the character 

polynomial (the Schur function) which we encountered in Section 4.1. 
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We omit the precise definitions of these concepts (cf. [34]). 

The rational solutions, i.e. the solutions with polynomial 1: functions, 
are constructed and parametrized as follows [33]: As the data we give~a 

constant matrix 1= (f'tj)i=-m.l-m, .... n-l of size (m+n) Xm (m and n are 
j=-m,l-m, ... ,-l 

positive integers), and set 

(A. 25) 

where A=(Oi-j+l)i.j=-m.l-m ..... n-l. Notice that we have the Wronskian 
structure 

(A. 26) 

We assume the condition 

(A. 27) rank/=m. 

Then det (ft.lX»i.j=-m..l-m ..... -l$O. Hence the functions w1(x), .. " wm(x) 

are uniquely determined by 

Furthermore in the same way as we discussed in Section 4.2, using a 
division theorem for differential operators instead of that for matrices of 

infinite size, we can conclude that the microdifferential operator W = 1 + 
wiJ-1+ . .. +wmo- m solves (A. 7). Hence the L defined by (A. 16) solves 
the hierarchy. The corresponding 1: function is given by 

(A. 29) 
1:(X) = det (110 exp (xIA+X2A2+ . .. )~) 

I: XI_m ... 1_1(X)/"_m·"/_I' 
-m:!il-m<···<I-l<n 

where 

and /"-"''''/_1 = det (izi.j)i,J = -m .... ,-l· 

The transformation/~/C(C e GL(m» changes 1: into 1: det C. Thus 
the polynomial 1: functions are parametrized, up to constant multipliers, 
by the equivalence classes of "frames" I (i.e. (m+n) Xn-matrices with 

(A. 27» with respect to the equivalence relation 1-IC(C e GL(m», 

namely by the Grassmann manifold GM(m, n). 

We note here that the method stated above is also valid in the case 
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n= 00, m< 00. Then we obtain the special solutions of the Wronskian 
type to the KP hierarchy (cf. § 4.2). 

The formula (A. 24) is established in a suitable limit procedure as 
m, n-+oo. 

An alternative expression of the t' functions is given in terms of the 
vacuum expectation values of Clifford operators [20, 22]. 

1.3. Multi-component theory 

In the r component theory we introduce the independent variables 
x = (x(!), .. " X(T», x(a) = (xia) , x~a), ... ) (a= 1, .. " r), and (!) is a suitable 

differential algebra consisting of matrix-valued functions of x of size r X r 

with the derivation 

(A. 30) 
T 

a=~ a",ca) 
«=1 1 

As the dependent variables we consider micro differential operators L 

and Ua(a= 1, .. " r) of the form (cf. § 3.1) 

(A. 31) {
L= jt;.; uja' withuj e (!), U! = 1" uo=O, 

Ua= ~ u"aaJ with uj,a e (!), uO,j=Ea, 
j=-oo 

(our notations are slightly different from those used in [34]), and assume 
the following algebraic conditions 

(A. 32) 

We set 

(A. 33) 

Then ther component hierarchy is defined by the system of the Lax type 

(A. 34) 
aL/a"'l.a)=[B~a), L], aup/a3:l.a)=[B~a), Up], 

a, f3=I, "', r, n=l, 2, "', 

which is equivalent to the system of the Zakharov-Shabat type 

am;,) /a:J:~jl) - aB;t) /a"'i,a) + [B5,:), Bit)] = 0, 
(A. 35) 

a,f3=I, ···,r, m,n=I,2, .••• 
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The linearization is achieved by 

(A. 36) 

(A. 37) 

where W = W{x; l) is a matrix-valued formal Laurent series of 1 of the 
form 

Using the microdifferential operator 

(A. 39) W{x;a)= t wix)a- J, 
j=O 

we can rewrite (A. 36) and (A. 37) into 

(A. 40) 

(A. 41) 

L= waw-t, Ua= WEaW- I, 

aw/axl.al=B~alW - WEaa n • 

In the r component case we need several 1: functions 1:{x) and 1:ap(x) 

(a*[3) which are consistently introduced by 

(a= [3), 

(A. 42) 

(a *[3), 

(fil 

where ep(l-I)={O, ",,0, e{l-I), 0, .. ·,0), and the subindex (a, [3) indi-
cates the (a, [3) component of a matrix of size r Xr. 

The 1: functions have a parametrization like (A. 24) in terms of the 
(infinite-dimensional) Grassmann manifolds. Also in terms of the vacuum 
expectation values 1:t{x) {I = (II> .. " Ir) e zr with r;~=1 la = 0) introduced 
in [22] they are parametrized as follows. 

(A. 43) {
1:{X) = (a signature factor) ·1:o ... o{x) 

1:"p(x)={a signature factor) ·1:0 ... 1 ... -1 ... 0(X) 
(al (ft) 

The wave functions Wt{x; l) and Wrcx; l) are introduced by the 
formula 
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(A. 44) 

z , a~ , 

7:'z(x) {

W(X. l) = qa~(l)7:'h ... la+l."I~_l ... lr(x-ep(l-l))lz~+aa~-l exp ~(x(~), l) 

W*(x. l) _ qa~(/)7:'ll" .. la_l ... I~+l ... Zr(x+e~(l-l))l-z~+aa~-l exp ~(-x(~), l) 
I ,. a~ , 

7:'1(X) 

and satisfy the bilinear equation 

(A. 45) f Wz(x; lYWt(x'; l)dl=O for any I, I', x and x', 

where qap(l)=( -l)Za+1+ ... I~(a<f3), 1 (a = {3), (-l)Zfl+1+···+ Za(a>{3), and 

(/l···la±l···/~+l···lr) is replaced by(ll···lr )whena={3. (Here our 
normalization of wave functions is slightly different from the original one 
used in [22].) 
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